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Alpha-ruthenium(III) chloride (α-RuCl3 ) is a layered Mott insulator and van der Waals material that can be cleaved down to a single atomic layer. This material is a promising candidate
to realize the Kitaev quantum spin liquid, a strongly correlated phase of matter expected
to host fractionalized quasiparticles and a potential platform for topological quantum computation. When α-RuCl3 is placed in direct contact with the layered semimetal graphene
we observe a strong charge transfer between the two materials despite the electrically insulating nature of α-RuCl3 , which absorbs ≈ 4 × 1013 electrons/cm2 from the graphene.
Remarkably, this charge transfer persists and is even tunable by introducing an insulating
barrier of varying thickness between the materials, resulting in a spatial separation of the
transferred charge from its source analogous to modulation doping in epitaxially grown semiconductors. We can exploit this controllable charge transfer to create graphene devices with
readily-patternable electric potential landscapes. Further, we can utilize electronic transport in graphene coupled to α-RuCl3 to explore the thermal properties of the latter which
may reveal signatures of fractionalized quasiparticles. We present electronic transport, Raman spectroscopy, and first principles calculations for graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures to
characterize the charge transfer between the two materials, both in perfect contact with each
other and spatially separated by an insulating boundary. We then use electronic transport,

xi

scanning tunneling spectroscopy/microscopy, and first principles calculations to demonstrate
an ultra-sharp lateral p-n junction defined by modulation-doping graphene with α-RuCl3 .
Next, we discuss anomalous electronic transport phenomena observed in graphene/α-RuCl3
heterostructures, including a temperature-dependent change in the charge transfer and an
apparent screening of gate electric fields by the α-RuCl3 . We discuss the possibility of an
emergent charge-doping-driven ferromagnetic or ferroelectric phase transition as explanations for this behavior. Finally, we introduce microwave-frequency Johnson-Nyquist noise
thermometry measurements in graphene/α-RuCl3 devices aimed at investigating the thermal
properties of exfoliated α-RuCl3 .
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Overview
1.1

Quantum Spin Liquids

In 1973, Anderson proposed a new low energy ground state for J = 1/2 spins on a triangular
lattice with antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interactions to explain unusual thermal properties
observed in certain transition metal compounds [1]. In Anderson’s model, the arrangement of
spins on a triangular lattice leads to geometric frustration1 as nearest neighbor spins attempt
to align antiparallel with one another, as depicted in Fig. 1.1a. Prior to this seminal work,
the lowest energy ground state was believed to occur when the spins orient themselves in
the plane of the lattice rotated 120◦ relative to one another, as in Fig. 1.1b. Anderson
showed that a lower energy ground state is possible, the quantum spin liquid (QSL). The
QSL is an extension of Pauling’s proposed valence bond state [4], in which up and down
spins form “singlet” pairs (Fig. 1.1c). Whereas the valence bond state freezes into a static
arrangement of singlets in the absence of thermal fluctuations, strong electronic correlations
in the QSL state drive quantum mechanical fluctuations which prevent the system from
forming an ordered spin state, even at absolute zero temperature. The choice of which
pairwise spins align to form a spin singlet is arbitrary and can dynamically transform to
any other equal-energy arrangement, comprising an infinite number of degenerate ground
states of perpetually fluctuating “fluid” valence bonds. This infinitely degenerate ground
1

Geometric frustration is not limited to antiferromagnetic exchange on a triangular lattice, and can arise
in other crystal structures such as the kagome lattice [2, 3].
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a

b

c

d

+

+

+ ...

Fig. 1.1: Spins on a triangular lattice. a Spin-1/2 particles on a triangular lattice with
an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange interaction. b One possible ground state of a
in which the spins align in-plane at 120◦ relative to each other. c Pauling’s static valence
bond state. Dashed lines encircle spin singlet pairs. d Three degenerate configurations of
Anderson’s proposed lowest-energy ground state for a, the quantum spin liquid.
state is illustrated in Fig. 1.1d. Accordingly, the QSL lacks any long-range magnetic order
despite its long-range correlations, likening its behavior to that of a classical liquid. Anderson
prompted further interest in the QSL state in 1987 when he proposed it to be the mechanism
underlying high-TC superconductivity in cuprate superconductors [5].
In 2006, Alexei Kitaev proposed a new model for a QSL in the context of topological systems
which may host anyonic quasiparticles [6]. Kitaev’s model considers J = 1/2 spins arranged
on a hexagonal lattice in which the magnetic frustration essential to the formation of a QSL
arises from competing direction dependent exchange interactions between spins instead of
purely geometric constraints. This is accomplished by imposing Ising exchange interactions
between spins, forcing them to align parallel to one of the three distinct bond directions
on the honeycomb lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Each spin experiences three such interactions, forcing competition to align along one of the three possible exchange pathways.
Mathematically this interaction is described by the Kitaev Hamiltonian,

2
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y

x
z

Fig. 1.2: Kitaev honeycomb lattice. Honeycomb lattice with a spin-1/2 particle at each
vertex, with three distinct Ising exchange interactions along each lattice direction, x (blue),
y (green), and z (red).

HK = −Kx

X
x-bonds

σjx σkx − Ky

X
y-bonds

σjy σky − Kz

X

σjz σkz ,

(1.1)

z-bonds

in which Ki are the exchange interaction strengths between spins σ along the i = {x, y, z}
bonds of the honeycomb lattice, summed over all pairwise bonds at atomic sites ⟨j, k⟩. The
direction-dependent ordering competition generates exchange frustration which can persist
down to zero Kelvin in the presence of strong quantum fluctuations, yielding a QSL state.
Kitaev found that when this Hamiltonian is rewritten in a Majorana representation, it is exactly solvable with eigenenergies describing fermionic Majorana quasiparticles with a Diraclike energy dispersion. In the presence of a magnetic field, this dispersion becomes gapped,
yielding localized bulk quasiparticles, known as vortices, and itinerant, chiral edge modes.
Chiral edge modes are typical of gapped Fermionic systems, as in the quantum Hall effect,
and possess what is known as a chiral central charge—effectively the number of conducting
edge modes, though not necessarily related to an electric charge—whose magnitude depends
on to the topology and Chern number of their parent system. Thus, the amount of energy
that can be transported by these edge modes is proportional to their chiral central charge.

3
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Majoranas are predicted to have a fractional chiral central charge and thus are believed to
carry fractional amounts of fundamental energy quanta. Further, the chiral edge modes
which emerge from the Kitaev quantum spin liquid (KQSL) are predicted to be i) anyonic,
meaning they have nontrivial exchange statistics and can acquire a quantum mechanical
phase ϕ upon exchange which is neither fermionic (ϕ = π) nor bosonic (ϕ = 0), and ii) nonAbelian, meaning they are non-commutative with each other under exchange operations.
Kitaev asserted that if one could manipulate these non-Abelian anyons by circling them
around each other, a process known as braiding, and read out their initial and final states,
these exotic exchange statistics could be exploited to perform computational operations.
Additionally, these quasiparticles exist in a ground state manifold which is separated from
the excited states of the system by an energy gap, and are thus topologically protected from
noise and thermal fluctuations energetically smaller than this gap. In sum, Kitaev’s model
expanded on Anderson’s QSL and deemed it a potential platform for topological quantum
computation, sparking an enthusiastic pursuit to realize this system in realistic materials.
The search to experimentally realize a KQSL gained traction in 2009 when Jackeli and
Khalliulin proposed a class of crystalline materials which could realize the bond-directiondependent exchange interaction proposed by Kitaev [7]. They identified compounds composed of d-orbital (transition metal) ions arranged on a honeycomb lattice in an octahedral
crystal environment as ideal candidates to realize the KQSL. These compounds possess significant spin-orbit coupling, which spin polarize the d-orbital electron bands. Strong Coulomb
interactions dominate over hopping, localizing the spin-orbit-locked electrons at each honeycomb vertex in a Mott-Hubbard insulating state. Due to the presence of symmetric hopping
pathways between these spins via the octahedrally-arranged atoms which surround them,
certain components of their exchange interactions destructively interfere. This precludes a
more general Heisenberg-like magnetic interaction and generates Ising exchange interactions
between, and parallel to, each ionic bond direction. This bond-direction-dependent Ising
interaction is theorized to be effectively equivalent to the one described by Eqn. 1.1.
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a

Ru

Cl

b

Fig. 1.3: Lattice structure of α-RuCl3 . a Individual honeycomb layer of α-RuCl3 . The
black parallelogram outlines the monolayer unit cell. One octahedral surface formed by the
Cl atoms surrounding a Ru atom is depicted in the lower left. b Arrangement of constituent
α-RuCl3 layers ABC-stacked along the c direction.

1.2

α-RuCl3: Layered Mott Insulator & Putative
Quantum Spin Liquid

Although Jackeli and Khalliulin identified transition metal iridates as ideal candidates to host
the KQSL, in 2014 Plumb et al. proposed the transition metal trihalide α-ruthenium(III)
chloride (α-RuCl3 ) as another putative KQSL material [8]. α-RuCl3 is composed of layers
of Ru atoms surrounded by Cl octahedra, arranged in a honeycomb lattice. The bulk unit
cell consists of an ABC-stacked trilayer of two Ru atoms each surrounded by Cl octahedra
and separated by 3.5 Å, with lattice parameters a = 6 Å, b = 10.3 Å, c = 6 Å [9]. The
lattice is depicted in Figs. 1.3a and b. α-RuCl3 belongs to the C2/m space group [10]. The
constituent monolayers are weakly held together by van der Waals attraction and may be
exfoliated, or cleaved apart, to isolate individual atomically-thin sheets.
α-RuCl3 is known as a “spin-orbit-assisted” Mott insulator. Because of its crystal structure
and sizable spin-orbit coupling, its orbitals split into effective spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 bands;
the resulting density of states is schematically depicted in Fig. 1.4. Coulomb repulsion gaps
out the spin-1/2 band at the Fermi energy, yielding a Mott insulator with a roughly 1 eV
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a

b

SOC

Jeff = 1/2

EF

t2g

c

SOC + U

Jeff = 1/2

UHB

Jeff = 1/2

LHB

U

SOC

Jeff = 3/2

Jeff = 3/2

Fig. 1.4: Evolution of the α-RuCl3 density of states. a Schematic of the α-RuCl3
density of states (DOS) without spin orbit coupling (SOC) or Coulomb repulsion, U. The
Fermi energy EF is represented by a horizontal dashed line crossing the band. b Spin-split
α-RuCl3 DOS in the presence of SOC. c α-RuCl3 DOS with SOC + U, with the Jef f = 1/2
band split into upper and lower Hubbard bands.
optical gap [8, 11–13]. Transport in α-RuCl3 shows an activation gap of ∼ 100 meV, which
could be due to variable range hopping or defect bands within the Mott gap, but nonetheless
it is electrically insulating [14–16].
The gapped electronic transport and spin-orbit coupling results in an effective spin-1/2
localized at each Ru site. Generically, a Heisenberg-like interaction is expected for spins
on a honeycomb lattice. However, due to the octahedral arrangement of Cl atoms, some
of the exchange components between neighboring Ru atoms cancel out, leading to an Ising
interaction between neighboring bonds, as depicted in Fig. 1.5 [7]. In this interaction the
spins prefer to align relative to the particular bond direction between them, just as in Kitaev’s
toy model. This leads to exchange frustration, meaning that when one set of pairwise
interactions are fulfilled, then suddenly others will compete to align those spins in their
preferred direction. Thus, α-RuCl3 is believed to be an ideal candidate in which to realize
the KQSL phase.
It turns out that other exchange interactions present in α-RuCl3 , including next-nearest
neighbor and interlayer interactions, stabilize zigzag antiferromagnetic (ZZ AFM) order at
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Ky

Kx
Kz

Fig. 1.5: Kitaev exchange interactions in α-RuCl3 . Illustration of the three bonddirection-dependent Kitaev exchange interactions between neighboring Ru atoms in α-RuCl3 .
low temperatures and also give rise to intermediate ordered phases at magnetic field values
between where the ZZ AFM phase and the proposed KQSL phase exist [9,17,18]. However it
has been shown that the ZZ AFM order can be suppressed with the application of a sizable
in-plane field (≈ 7 T), at which point it is believed that the strong Kitaev interactions persist
and can still yield a KQSL ground state [9, 19–25].

1.3

Existing Evidence for a KQSL State in α-RuCl3

To date there have been numerous experiments determining the components in α-RuCl3 necessary to yield a KQSL ground state, such as strong spin-orbit coupling and frustrated magnetic interactions, and even some reported signatures of KQSL-like behavior in bulk α-RuCl3
crystals. Raman spectroscopy measurements observed a broad, low energy (< 25 meV) continuum due to magnetic scattering up to ≈ 150 K, well above the 7–14 K antiferromagnetic
ordering temperature TN , indicative of magnetic frustration due to a strong Kitaev interaction [26]. Inelastic neutron scattering measurements at zero-field extracted a sizeable
spin-orbit coupling strength of ≈ 130 meV and detected spin fluctuations above TN which
they modeled using spin wave theory calculations to extract a strength for the Kitaev inter-
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action K of 7–8 meV [17]. Further neutron scattering data taken in the presence of an 8 T
in-plane field saw a suppression of magnetic order and spin waves, while a gapped continuum
spectrum of magnetic excitations emerged, suggesting a magnetic-field induced QSL phase
in α-RuCl3 [24]. Reports of fractionalization also emerged from specific heat and inelastic
scattering measurements [27, 28].
In 2018, the Matsuda group in Kyoto observed a half-integer thermal Hall conductance
plateau in bulk α-RuCl3 , arguably a smoking gun for fractionalized quasiparticles hosted by
a quantum spin liquid, strengthening the case for α-RuCl3 hosting a KQSL state [25]. This
measurement was taken in the presence of a tilted magnetic field with an out-of-plane component to gap the Majorana dispersion [6] and an in-plane component oriented perpendicular
to one of the Ru-Ru bond directions to break the ZZ AFM order. Soon after, they showed
that samples experiencing a purely in-plane field could also exhibit a fractional transverse
thermal conductance plateau, referred to as an anomalous or planar thermal Hall effect [29].
Though highly encouraging, this result was met with scrutiny with regards to its reproducibility. Even within the same group, significant sample dependence on the presence of a
thermal Hall plateau was reported [25], addressed further by the Tanaka group in Tokyo [30].
However, they were able to show that the plateau was robust in a few different samples [31].
The most notable contradiction to this result came from the Ong group at Princeton, who
did not find a thermal Hall plateau in any of their samples but instead observed oscillations
which they postulated could arise from a charge neutral Fermi surface occupied by spin
excitations [32]. However, they recently submitted a preprint in which they investigate the
planar thermal Hall effect reported by the Matsuda group [29]. Again, they saw no quantization but rather a curious temperature dependence well-described by bosonic edge excitations,
leading them to rule out the presence of fermionic excitations of a KQSL and call for a “critical review” of the Matsuda group’s findings [33]. Curiously, the two contending camps—i.e.
those who observe a half-integer thermal Hall plateau from a seemingly fermionic excitations of a KQSL, and those who do not observe plateaus and find charge-neutral oscillations
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Fig. 1.6: Resistance of α-RuCl3 flakes. The resistance of exfoliated α-RuCl3 flakes of
varying thickness. All samples have Cr/Au contacts except the black trace, which has Ti/Al
deposited immediately after a short in situ Ar ion etch. The downturn in R = V /I occurs as
the contact resistance freezes out and does not represent a recovery of the flake resistivity.
and a bosonic planar thermal Hall effect—use crystals grown by two different techniques,
the former using Bridgeman-method-grown crystals and the latter using crystals grown by
chemical vapor transport. Naturally, one might expect this could be the most obvious cause
of the discrepancy between the findings, but to date there has been no reported effort by
either camp to try measuring the other’s source crystals. Regardless of the conflicting observations, the evidence that α-RuCl3 is an exotic magnetic material and potential KQSL is
highly promising, leading us to pursue the KQSL in exfoliated α-RuCl3 samples.

1.4

Preliminary Electronic Transport Measurements
of Exfoliated α-RuCl3

Early in our investigations of α-RuCl3 , we made electronic transport measurements of exfoliated α-RuCl3 flakes (grown by chemical vapor transport [34]), typically ∼ 10–20 µm in size
9
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contacted with either Cr/Au or Ti/Al leads. Results for several devices of varying thickness
are shown in Fig. 1.6 and are broadly consistent with the first reported measurements of bulk
α-RuCl3 [14]. Samples with standard lithographically-fabricated or shadow-mask-deposited
contacts show a very large contact resistance that can approach a gigaohm. Devices that
are briefly etched with an Ar plasma immediately prior to metal deposition generally give
better results, in particular enabling measurements to lower temperatures that show qualitatively different behavior below approximately 200 K [15]. The downturn in resistance
at the lowest temperatures in each device signal the onset of contact or device resistance
freeze out. The relevance to the present work is that exfoliated α-RuCl3 flakes are good
insulators, just as in the bulk. Our inability to measure electronic transport in α-RuCl3 at
low temperatures where the KQSL is expected is what prompted us to explore transport in
heterostructures of graphene/α-RuCl3 , in hopes of coupling the well-understood electronic
properties of graphene to the interesting magnetic properties of α-RuCl3 . What follows are
the results to date of that ongoing endeavor.

1.5

Overview

The remaining sections of this dissertation are organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we report
a study of electronic transport in van der Waals heterostructures composed of flakes of αRuCl3 placed in direct contact with monolayer graphene. We first explore samples in which
α-RuCl3 flakes are transferred onto prefabricated graphene Hall bars. While the zero-field
transport shows a strong resemblance to that of isolated graphene, we find a consistently ptype Hall effect suggestive of multiband conduction. We interpret these data as evidence for
charge transfer from graphene to α-RuCl3 in an inhomogeneous device yielding both highlyand lightly-doped regions of graphene. We then study samples in which the graphene is fully
encapsulated by layered materials: either i) capped by hBN and placed on a flake of α-RuCl3 ,
or ii) encapsulated by two flakes of α-RuCl3 . In the former we find a uniform charge transfer
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suggesting a homogeneous interface between the graphene and α-RuCl3 , as evidenced by a
single density determined from magnetoresistance oscillations and Hall measurements. The
carrier density induced in graphene by charge transfer when placed in direct contact with
α-RuCl3 is found to be ≈ 4 × 1013 holes/cm2 and may be tuned by applying a gate voltage
to the graphene. In dual-α-RuCl3 -encapsulated graphene we find an even stronger charge
transfer, yielding a graphene density of ≈ 6 × 1013 holes/cm2 as determined by Hall effect
measurements. This chapter includes work published in Ref. [16].
In Chapter 3, we report evidence for charge transfer from α-RuCl3 to graphene and other
layered or epitaxially-grown materials through an insulating boundary, demonstrating modulation doping for 2d crystals using α-RuCl3 as a 2d crystalline acceptor. Raman, photovoltage, and electrical conductance measurements combined with ab initio calculations establish
the large work function and narrow bands of α-RuCl3 enable modulation doping of exfoliated
single and bilayer graphene, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown graphene and WSe2 ,
and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown EuS. We further demonstrate proof-of-principle
photovoltage devices, control via twist angle, and charge transfer through hexagonal boron
nitride (hBN). Short-ranged lateral doping (≤ 65 nm) and high homogeneity are achieved in
proximate materials with a single layer of α-RuCl3 . This leads to the best reported monolayer graphene mobilities (4, 900 cm2 /Vs) at these high hole densities (3 × 1013 cm−2 ) and
yields larger charge transfer to bilayer graphene (6 × 1013 cm−2 ). This chapter includes work
published in Ref. [35].
In Chapter 4, we demonstrate ultra-sharp (≲ 10 nm) lateral p-n junctions in graphene using
electronic transport, scanning tunneling microscopy, and first principles calculations. The p-n
junction lies at the boundary between differentially-doped regions of a monolayer graphene
sheet, where one side is intrinsic and the other is charge-doped by close proximity to a flake
of α-RuCl3 across a thin insulating barrier. We extract the p-n junction contribution to the
device resistance and use it to place bounds on the junction width. We achieve an ultra-sharp
junction when the boundary between the intrinsic and doped regions is defined by a cleaved
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crystalline edge of a α-RuCl3 flake located 2 nm from the graphene. Scanning tunneling
spectroscopy in heterostructures of graphene, hexagonal boron nitride, and α-RuCl3 shows
potential variations on a sub-10 nm length scale. First principles calculations reveal the
charge-doping of graphene decays sharply over just nanometers from the edge of the αRuCl3 flake. This chapter includes work currently under review, submitted as a preprint
(Ref. [36]).
In Chapter 5, we report anomalous electronic transport phenomena observed in graphene/αRuCl3 heterostructures. The first is a change in charge transfer between the two materials
which occurs at ≈ 30 K, as revealed by resistivity and Hall measurements taken as a function
of temperature. The second is a screening effect in which the electric field from a global back
gate becomes screened in graphene that is modulation-doped by α-RuCl3 which interposes
the graphene and the gate. We have seen in at least one sample that this anomalous screening
can be hysteretic in the back gate voltage, leading to a change in the apparent amount of
charge transfer between the graphene and α-RuCl3 . Though the physical mechanisms behind
these phenomena are as yet unknown, we present plausible arguments for a charge-dopingdriven magnetic phase transition or emergent ferroelectricity as catalysts for the observed
behavior.
In Chapter 6, we present preliminary thermal transport measurements of graphene/α-RuCl3
heterostructures. We give an introduction to microwave-frequency noise measurements and
demonstrate the calibration of the Johnson-Nyquist noise of graphene as a precision thermometer. We then carry out microwave noise thermometry measurements in a graphene/αRuCl3 heterostructure in which we use a calibrated graphene noise thermometer to characterize the thermal conductance of the sample as a function of temperature, and infer the
contributions of the substrate and the electrical leads to the heterostructure to the total
thermal conductance. We also extract a value for the electron-phonon coupling.
Finally, Appendix A serves to describe the more technical aspects of our work, outlining
several sample fabrication techniques we perform to turn layered van der Waals materials into
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measurable devices. These include mechanical exfoliation and identification of atomically
thin crystals, transfer of atomically thin flakes and cleaning/annealing them, patterning
samples into device structures using lithography and etching, and making electrical contacts
to 2d materials. We also include recipes for mixing and filtering certain combinations of
polymers and solvents that we use to pick up exfoliated flakes of layered materials.
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Chapter 2

Evidence for Charge Transfer in
Graphene/α-RuCl3 Heterostructures
The layered Mott insulator α-RuCl3 exhibits phenomena consistent with quantum spin liquid
behavior [6, 17, 19, 21, 24, 26, 27, 37]. Particularly intriguing among recent discoveries is a
half-integer quantized thermal Hall conductance [25], which may signal the presence of nonAbelian excitations useful in creating a topological quantum bit [38]. Recent studies of
α-RuCl3 employ a variety of bulk magnetic probes on high quality samples, mm- to cm-scale
in size, which are generally found to behave as Kitaev paramagnets at temperatures above
TN éel of a zigzag antiferromagnet [19, 21, 24, 26, 27, 37]. Despite the convenience of electronic
transport, it is not widely used due to the Mott insulating nature of α-RuCl3 [8, 14, 15, 39].
Seeking to probe α-RuCl3 by electronic methods, we have studied the electronic transport
in heterostructures comprised of α-RuCl3 stacked on monolayer graphene. Incorporating
graphene into stacks of various layered materials or thin films is a promising approach to
discover new physics and potential applications [40]. In particular, graphene layered with
various magnetic insulators including YIG, EuO, and EuS has been proposed as a platform
for new magnetic phases or proximity-induced magnetism [41–46]. Proximity effects for
graphene in contact with the antiferromagnets BiFeO3 and RbMnCl3 have also been theoretically considered [47,48], though in both cases the graphene interacts with ferromagneticallyaligned spins. Meanwhile, the precise nature of the interface of graphene with other materials
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is of much current interest, for instance in graphene layered with transition metal dichalcogenides where a charge transfer or even spin-orbit-proximity effect has been found [49–52].
Here we explore transport in graphene next to an antiferromagnetic Mott insulator with the
potential for quantum spin liquid physics [17, 19, 21, 24–27, 37]. In particular, we study two
types of of graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures: i) graphene on a SiO2 substrate capped by
a flake of α-RuCl3 , and ii) graphene devices fully encapsulated by either hexagonal boron
nitride (hBN) and α-RuCl3 , or two flakes of α-RuCl3 .
We find the transport in the first set of devices—which at first glance is very similar to
that of standard graphene-on-SiO2 —nonetheless shows a strongly enhanced conductivity
and clear signatures of multi-band transport. While the presence of a Dirac peak associated
with graphene would appear to suggest that no charge transfer has occurred despite the
different work functions of graphene and α-RuCl3 , the Hall effect shows robust evidence
for a sizable population of holes in coexistence with the standard graphene gate-voltagedependent transport. Altogether, these data are consistent with a picture of inhomogeneous
transport where the graphene and α-RuCl3 are intermittently in contact yielding regions
that are either lightly- or highly-doped, the latter arising from an expected charge transfer
between graphene and α-RuCl3 [53].
In fully encapsulated samples composed of hBN-capped graphene resting on a α-RuCl3 flake,
we observe conduction from a single population of holes with gate-tunable densities around ≈
4×1013 cm−2 , as determined by Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations and Hall effect measurements,
implying that the graphene has become highly and homogeneously doped by neighboring αRuCl3 . In samples where the graphene is encapsulated on both sides by α-RuCl3 we find
hole densities of ≈ 6 × 1013 cm−2 from the Hall response, a 50% increase in charge transfer
compared to graphene contacting a single flake of α-RuCl3 .
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2.1

Experimental Setup

Single crystals of α-RuCl3 were grown using a vapor transport technique from phase pure
commercial α-RuCl3 powder [24]. The first set of devices consist of monolayer graphene
exfoliated on Si wafers with a 300-nm-thick surface oxide layer. The graphene is etched
into a Hall bar pattern using a patterned polymethyl-methacrylate mask and an O2 plasma,
followed by standard thin film patterning for contacts made of 3/30 nm of Cr/Au. The
graphene surface is then cleaned by sweeping with an atomic force microscope tip in contact
mode, which serves to remove the remnant nm-thick layer of electron beam resist [54–57].
A flake of α-RuCl3 , exfoliated from parent crystals onto separate oxidized wafers [58], is
then transferred on top of the graphene using a polycarbonate film stretched over a small
silicone stamp. The α-RuCl3 flakes range in thickness from 5–25 nm (∼10–40 layers) thick;
prior Raman spectroscopy of flakes of comparable thickness give the same spectra as a
pristine bulk sample [58]. Images of a typical device are shown inset to Fig. 2.1c before
and after transferring the α-RuCl3 flake. All measurements were performed using standard
low-frequency lockin techniques in a variable temperature cryostat with a 9 T magnet, using
gate voltages applied to the Si substrates. The graphene carrier density was determined
either directly from analysis of Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations, or by known calibrations for
the wafers used in these devices [59], n = 7.2 × 1010 × (Vg − VDP ) cm−2 V−1 , where VDP is
the voltage at which the Dirac peak is observed.
The second set of devices containing fully encapsulated graphene were prepared by consecutively picking up flakes of hBN then graphene or α-RuCl3 then graphene using a dry transfer
technique [60] and depositing them onto an exfoliated α-RuCl3 flake atop a SiO2 substrate.
We patterened thermally evaporated gold top gates on the hBN-capped samples to control
the charge density in the graphene via the electric field effect [61] and made electrical contact
with gold leads.
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Fig. 2.1: Transport at zero magnetic field. Though similar in appearance to the usual
electronic transport in graphene-on-oxide, the minimum conductivity is much larger than
α-RuCl3
hBN
expected. a-b, Resistivity
vs temperature and gate voltage in two representative devices,
D1 and D2, respectively. c-d, Constant-temperature linecuts of a and b, replotted as the
conductivity, σ = 1/ρ. Inset to c are images of device D1 showing the monolayer graphene
Hall bar before (left) and after (right) being covered by a ∼10-nm-thick α-RuCl3 flake.
Circular features are remnant spots from a polycarbonate layer used in transferring the
flake.

2.2

Electronic Transport in Graphene/α-RuCl3
Heterostructures With an Inhomogeneous
Interface

2.2.1

Zero-Field Transport

The four-terminal resistivity at zero magnetic field of two representative devices, D1 and D2,
is shown in Fig. 2.1a and b vs both the back17gate voltage, Vg , and temperature, T . These
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data are clearly akin to typical graphene-on-oxide transport: a maximum in the resistivity
(“Dirac peak”) appears as Vg is swept, which is rather broad in Fig. 2.1a and narrower in
Fig. 2.1b. All devices explored show similar behavior, with a range of Dirac peak widths
and gate voltage locations of the peak (VDP ). A decrease in the resistivity with temperature
is consistent with a reduction in phonon scattering [62].
A marked departure from standard graphene transport becomes clear in Figure 2.1c and d
where we show constant temperature profiles from Fig. 2.1a and b, respectively, re-plotted
as the conductivity, σ. For all traces, σ increases monotonically with increasing gate voltage
to either side of the local conductivity minimum, σmin , which in isolated graphene marks
the charge neutrality point (here σmin occurs at VDP = +23 V and +5 V for D1 and D2,
respectively). However, the values of σmin in every device are anomalously large, with values
as high as 50 or 100 e2 /h at T = 3 K; the highest we have found so far is 240 e2 /h. This
stands in sharp contrast to the typical σmin = 2–12 e2 /h routinely observed in regular
graphene-on-oxide devices [62–64].
To directly verify this conductivity enhancement, we prepared another device D4 consisting
of a longer graphene Hall bar onto which we transferred a flake of hBN on one half and a
flake of α-RuCl3 on the other half, as seen in Fig. 2.2. Here the hBN simply serves as an
inert capping layer to prevent the polycarbonate film used in transferring the flakes from
touching the graphene. By passing a 10 nA current down the length of the entire device, two
four-terminal measurements of transport in the hBN-covered and α-RuCl3 -covered regions
were acquired simultaneously. The peak resistivity in the α-RuCl3 -covered half was found
to be typically ∼12 times smaller than in the hBN-covered half.

2.2.2

Low-Field Transport

Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations can be discerned in the magnetoresistance of some devices, as
shown in Fig. 2.3a for a range of gate voltages on either side of the conductivity minimum for
device D3. In Fig. 2.3b we plot the frequency, BF , of the oscillations in 1/B as a function
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Fig. 2.2: Comparison of transport in α-RuCl3 - and hexagonal boron nitridecovered graphene. a Transport in device D4, a long Hall bar with its two halves covered
by either a flake of hexagonal boron nitride (top) or α-RuCl3 (bottom). The resistivity of
the α-RuCl3 -covered half is an order of magnitude lower than the hBN-covered half. b Top:
image of device D4. Bottom: profile cuts of data in e at T =2 K, replotted as σ=1/ρ, illustrating enhanced conductivity of α-RuCl3 -covered device.
of Vg for devices D2 and D3, and calculate the corresponding density of charge carriers
participating in the SdH oscillations from BF = nϕ0 /g assuming g = 4 which counts the
usual spin and valley degeneracies in graphene, and ϕ0 = h/e is the magnetic flux quantum.
The densities derived in this way correlate precisely with prior calibrations of the chargegating efficiency of our Si/SiO2 substrates. In other words, the SdH oscillations reveal bipolar
behavior and ahBN
charge
neutrality point, consistent with the usual graphene picture but for the
α-RuCl
3
enhanced conductivity which, in device D3, appears as a minimum conductivity at T = 2 K
of 63 e2 /h.
In contrast, the Hall resistance Rxy shown in Fig. 2.3c is markedly different from typical
graphene behavior. In particular, i) Rxy is nonlinear, with ii) values well below the Hall
resistance of isolated graphene at equivalent charge densities, and iii) surprisingly, as the
graphene charge density is gated from p- to n-type, the Hall resistance does not change sign;
indeed, the sign remains consistent with overall p-type transport. Since altogether we observe
graphene-like behavior albeit with a higher conductivity and unusual Hall response, we
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Fig. 2.3: Magnetotransport of graphene/α-RuCl3 devices. a Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations from device D3 for a range of gate voltages on either side of the minimum conductivity
(here at Vg = 25 V). b The SdH oscillation frequency, BF , for two devices. The corresponding charge density n = gBf /ϕ0 (where we assume g = 4 degrees of freedom as for graphene
and ϕ0 is the magnetic flux quantum) is marked on the right axis. Dashed lines show the expected graphene density, n = α(Vg −VDP ), based on prior measurements of isolated graphene
flakes on the same substrates, with α = 7.2 × 1010 carriers/cm2 /V and VDP is the location
of the zero-field conductivity minimum (see Methods). c Main panel: Hall resistance for D3
acquired over a range of gate voltages (converted to carrier densities by the calibration in b).
The colors correspond to those in a, and include three additional traces at densities close
to charge neutrality that did not exhibit SdH oscillations. Inset: the same data, vertically
offset for clarity, with fits (black lines) to a two-band model of magnetotransport. d Carrier
densities of the second band determined from two-band model fits.
analyze the data in a two-band model of graphene transport plus a second conducting band
whose origin we will discuss later. In the inset to Fig. 2.3c we re-plot the Hall data with the
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traces offset for clarity, and perform curve fits using the standard two-band formalism [65],

Rxy =

B
n1 µ21 + n2 µ22 + (n1 + n2 )(µ1 µ2 B)2
,
e (|n1 |µ1 + |n2 |µ2 )2 + (n1 + n2 )2 (µ1 µ2 B)2

(2.1)

where ni and µi are the density and mobility of the ith band. For n1 we use the graphene
densities calibrated either from SdH oscillations or using the known gating efficiency for
graphene-on-oxide. We also require the fitting coefficients to reproduce the zero-field conductivity, σ0 = e(n1 µ1 + n2 µ2 ). The resulting charge density of the second band, determined
from measurements in three devices, is plotted in Fig. 2.3d vs. the SdH-derived density.
The sign of n2 is hole-like, the magnitude is roughly an order of magnitude larger than the
densities in the graphene, and there is a weak dependence on the density of the graphene
band with either a step or peak at the charge neutrality point. The good fit to the Hall
data and the consistent results among different samples is strong evidence for the presence of
a second conducting band. The graphene band mobilities are typically 2000–6000 cm2 /Vs,
reasonable for graphene-on-oxide devices; the mobilities of the second band lie between 500
and 2000 cm2 /Vs.

2.3

Electronic Transport in Encapsulated
Graphene/α-RuCl3 Heterostructures

We now turn to devices where the graphene is fully encapsulated by either hBN and α-RuCl3
flakes on either side or two α-RuCl3 flakes. An image of an hBN-capped graphene-on-α-RuCl3
stack, device D5, is shown in Fig. 2.4a. This device contains four interior contacts used to
measure the conductivity σ [66], shown in Fig. 2.4b at T = 10 K as a function of the top
gate voltage Vtg , along with the corresponding mobility µ. Unlike in the previously discussed
devices, the conductivity in device D5 shows no sign of a local minimum corresponding to
the graphene charge neutrality point in the entire measurable gate voltage range. The
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conductivity monotonically decreases with increasing gate voltage, hinting at the presence
of a conductivity minimum far off at unusually high values of Vtg which are inaccessible due
to the inevitable dielectric breakdown of our hBN capping layer. Additionally, the values of
conductivity are enormously high at zero applied gate bias, upwards of 800 e2 /h. Fig. 2.4c
shows the σ vs Vtg for temperatures between 2–275 K. Again we see the typical dropoff in
conductivity with increasing temperature due to phonon excitation, but we observe no Dirac
peak for the entire temperature range.
In Fig. 2.5a we plot magnetoresistance measurements taken at T = 2 K in device D5 which
produce high frequency Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations plotted against inverse magnetic field at a few different values of Vtg . Beating is observed in the SdH oscillations, from
which we extract two oscillation frequencies via a Fourier transform. Each frequency BF
corresponds to a carrier density pSdH = gBF /ϕ0 —where g = 4 counts the spin and valley
degeneracies in graphene and ϕ0 is the magnetic flux quantum—which we plot in Fig. 2.5b
as a function of Vtg . We find one of the densities, represented by black circles, decreases
with increasing Vtg , corresponding to a large gate-tunable density of holes centered around
4 × 1013 cm−2 . The second extracted density (blue circles) appears to be independent of Vtg .
We also point out that it is equal to the first density at Vtg = 0 V. Thus, we attribute this
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Fig. 2.5: Magnetoresistance and carrier densities in hBN-capped graphene/αRuCl3 devices. a Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations in the resistivity of device D5
plotted against inverse magnetic field at different values of Vtg . b Hole densities extracted
from the magnetoresistance oscillations shown in a as a function of top gate voltage Vtg or
the equivalent displacement field D/ϵ0 . Black circles correspond to densities in the central
device area which can be tuned by the top gate about Vtg = 0 V (black vertical dashed line).
The dashed red line is a linear fit to these data which extrapolates the charge neutrality
point to unusually large top gate (displacement field) values. Blue circles correspond to the
carrier density in ungated regions of the graphene around the internal contacts which are
still doped by the underlying α-RuCl3 . c Densities extracted from SdH oscillations and Hall
effect measurements in devices D5 and D6. Inset, optical microscope image of device D6,
constructed with the same stacking arrangement as depicted in Fig. 2.4a, top, but patterned
into a Hall bar geometry.
non-dispersing density to the ungated regions of the graphene that exist around the electrical
contacts, which still contribute to the magnetoresistance but are not affected by the top gate
voltage. In Fig. 2.5c we plot the top-gate-dependent carrier densities of device D5 and a
similarly constructed device D6 (shown inset in Fig. 2.5c) which, rather than having contacts
internal to the gate, was patterned into a Hall bar with gold contacts to the Hall bar arms.
Densities in this device determined from both SdH oscillations and Hall effect measurements
closely align with those in device D5. These data suggest that devices in which graphene
rests directly on α-RuCl3 , we can observe strong and homogeneous charge transfer which
leaves the graphene uniformly hole doped.
We also measured a device in which the graphene was encapsulated on both sides by αRuCl3 , shown in Fig. 2.6a. Using the van der Pauw method [67], we measure its resistivity
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Fig. 2.6: Electronic transport in dual-α-RuCl3 -encapsulated graphene. a Top,
schematic of a dual-α-RuCl3 -encapsulated graphene device. Bottom, optical microscope
image of device D7. b Resistivity measured by the van der Pauw technique as a function of
temperature. c Longitudinal magnetoresistance (blue, left axis) and transverse Hall resistance (purple, right axis) as a function of magnetic field.
plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 2.6 showing the previously discussed expected
decrease with cooling, with a small hump around 30 K whose origin is unclear.
We plot magnetoresistance measurements in Fig. 2.6c. The longitudinal magnetoresistivity,
plotted in blue, exhibits nonmonotonicity with field, reminiscent of weak-localization near
B = 0 T with a crossover to weak antilocalization above a critical field of ≈ 4 T. We
have not yet explored this behavior further. The transverse magnetoresistance, plotted in
purple, exhibits a uniformly linear Hall effect whose slope we convert to a carrier density
of ≈ 6 × 1013 holes/cm2 , indicating a 50% increase in the charge transfer when graphene
is doubly encapsulated by α-RuCl3 compared to when only one of its surfaces is in contact
with α-RuCl3 .

2.4

Discussion

In sum, in heterostructures of graphene next to α-RuCl3 we observe a conductivity enhancement over that of isolated graphene, p-type Hall effect, and signatures of magnetic
transitions. The differing work functions of graphene, at 4.6 eV [68], and α-RuCl3 , at 6.1
eV [69], strongly imply a transfer of electrons from graphene to α-RuCl3 will take place when
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the two materials come in contact, and indeed recent ab initio calculations predict a charge
transfer from monolayer graphene to monolayer α-RuCl3 at the level of 4.7% of an electron
per Ru atom, along with a concomitant change in the magnetic couplings in α-RuCl3 [53].
However in the graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructure, (1) the gate voltage location of the Dirac
peak—which is highly sensitive to extrinsic charge doping [59, 62]—is well within the usual
range for graphene-on-oxide devices, suggesting no significant charge transfer from graphene
has taken place, yet (2) the Hall effect shows clear evidence for two-band transport with population of holes well in excess of what is expected for the small shift of the Dirac peak away
from Vg = 0. We resolve this by proposing the coexistence of both lightly- and highly-doped
regions of the graphene, due to the graphene and α-RuCl3 flake not being in uniform contact.
Wherever the two sheets are in close contact, the charge transfer expected from the work
function difference occurs, but wherever they are separated the graphene remains nominally
undoped. Indeed vdW devices often exhibit bubbles between the layers, and it is plausible
the oxide-supported graphene inherits a nm-scale roughness so only higher-lying parts make
contact with the overlying α-RuCl3 flake. Thus transport measurements can yield a clear
Dirac peak due to the intrinsic graphene, in parallel with highly-hole-doped graphene with
a second charge neutrality point well outside the accessible Vg range. In principle, since
the α-RuCl3 will have gained the balancing charge density, it may become conducting as
well though this is not resolved here. We note that given the factor of 6 difference in areal
density of C atoms in graphene to Ru atoms in α-RuCl3 , the predicted charge transfer [53]
corresponds to a loss of roughly 0.8% electrons/C from the graphene, or 2.8 × 1013 cm−2 ,
which is remarkably close to the density of holes found in the second band in the nonlinear
Hall analysis. Recently this charge transfer has been observed in graphene/α-RuCl3 devices
fabricated on boron nitride [70].
We conclude with some general observations: 1) The Mott insulating nature of α-RuCl3 may
play a role here. The band gap of strongly correlated materials prepared as thin films on
metals can be reduced over the bulk value due to screening of the Coulomb interaction, as
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observed for C60 on silver [71]. While the density of states in a thick silver film certainly
is more effective at screening than a monolayer of graphene, there is still the question of
how an added ∼3×1013 cm−2 electrons in α-RuCl3 will impact its electronic structure. 2)
No dependence on the α-RuCl3 flake thickness has been seen. Since the α-RuCl3 layers
are weakly bound together, it may be that only the one or two α-RuCl3 layers closest to
graphene are impacted by proximity. This could amplify the already considerable magnetic
anisotropy [72, 73]. (3) The detailed transport behavior is certain to depend on the nature
of the graphene/α-RuCl3 interface, in particular by the presence of remnant disorder (e.g.
water and incidental adsorbates accrued during fabrication) or the possibility of surface
reconstruction effects [74]. Notably, the Ru atoms are arranged in a honeycomb lattice as for
C in graphene, with the two lattices close to a 2:5 commensurability so that moíre physics
may not be irrelevant [75]. The discrepancy in behavior between the two sets of devices
we measured can likely be attributed to the substrate surface on which the graphene rests;
in the first set of devices the graphene sits directly on a SiO2 substrate which is known to
impart significant nm-scale surface roughness on the graphene, as well as disorder in the
form of charge puddles [76,77]. The corrugation of the graphene layer due to a conformation
to the SiO2 could possibly explain the inhomogeneous contact to the overlain α-RuCl3 that
we seem to observe. Meanwhile, it has been shown that using exfoliated flakes of insulating
layered materials as a graphene substrate can greatly improve the surface roughness of the
graphene and also significantly improve its mobility [78]. Thus graphene sitting directly on
α-RuCl3 should have ideally uniform contact, save for the presence of interface bubbles and
contamination which can occur during fabrication.
We have studied the electronic transport in monolayer graphene devices with a proximate
α-RuCl3 flake. The transport in devices where the graphene rests on a SiO2 substrate and is
capped by α-RuCl3 shows signatures of undoped graphene conducting in parallel to a large
population of holes. We interpret this as transport at an inhomogeneous interface composed
of both lightly- and highly-doped graphene, the latter arising from a significant charge trans-
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fer of electrons from graphene to α-RuCl3 . In devices where the graphene is placed directly
on top of a α-RuCl3 flake, we see homogeneous transport of a single population of holes,
implying uniform charge transfer when the two materials are in homogeneous contact, and
a further increase in the doped hole density of the graphene when it is surrounded on both
sides by α-RuCl3 .
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Chapter 3

Modulation Doping via a
Two-Dimensional Atomic Crystalline
Acceptor
Modulation doping in crystalline films [79] produced extreme carrier mobilities for fast/high
power electronics [80], efficient optoelectronics [81–83], qubits [84], the fractional quantum
Hall effect [85] and topological superconductivity [86]. However, two-dimensional (2d) van
der Waals materials lack crystalline dopants for permanent, large, uniform, and local control
of charge densities. Previous attempts utilized ionic liquid and polymer electrolyte gating
[87–94], atomic/molecular intercalation, functionalization, and adsorption [95–99]. Densities
exceeding 1014 cm−2 were achieved in graphene [88,91,95,96,98], though at significant cost to
sample quality. Furthermore, these chemical approaches cannot be applied to air sensitive
materials nor specific layers of the heterostructure. Here, we show these limitations are
circumvented with an insulating 2d material that acts as a crystalline acceptor.
We focus on alpha-ruthenium(III) chloride (α-RuCl3 ), a van der Waals, narrow-band Mott
insulator with a deep work function of 6.1 eV (Fig. 3.1), [13] far greater than the typical
work functions of layered materials (≈ 4.5 eV). In α-RuCl3 the onsite Coulomb repulsion (U)
and strong spin-orbit coupling (λSOC ) produce strongly narrowed valence and conduction
bands that are just 1 eV apart with the Fermi level close to the conduction band edge
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[13, 100]. Taken together these properties imply α-RuCl3 will accept a large density of
electrons. This electronic structure also makes α-RuCl3 a good insulator [15,16], and thus is
unlikely to interfere with electrical measurements. Further isolation is possible by using an
hBN spacer, through which α-RuCl3 still draws charge. Additionally, this unique electronic
structure produces complex magnetic interactions in α-RuCl3 [17, 101], placing it close to a
Kitaev spin liquid phase. Thus heterostructures could enable novel magnetic states [102] and
incorporate the topological excitations of α-RuCl3 into devices. Lastly, for mid-IR plasmonic
and optoelectronic applications, [103] α-RuCl3 has minimal optical absorption [100] below
the 1 eV gap.
To establish α-RuCl3 as a crystalline acceptor and bring modulation doping to 2d crystals,
we employ spatially resolved Raman spectroscopy. This allows rapid probing of the induced
charge, strain, homogeneity, lateral and vertical extent of the charge transfer in a variety of
α-RuCl3 heterostructures, without fabrication. Our results provide the first unambiguous
evidence that even a single layer of α-RuCl3 is able to strongly charge the target layer
even when hBN is between them, including higher doping in bilayer graphene. A variety of
proof of principle experiments further point to its utility: creation of a p-p′ homojunction
for 2D optical sensors and electronics; charge transfer to chemical vapor deposition-grown
(CVD) graphene and WSe2 , as well as molecular beam epitaxy-grown EuS. In the latter case,
the effect on EuS delivered a four-orders-of-magnitude reduction of the measured resistance
and an induced hole density of 6.5×1013 cm−2 predicted by ab initio “mismatched interface
theory” (MINT) [53]. Our combined Raman, transport and MINT results also point to the
ability to tune the charge transfer via twist angle, with minimal induced strain, crucial for
achieving clean modulation doping with short lateral extent (≤ 65 nm). This rather small
length scale is consistent with theoretical calculations for the formation of pn junctions in
graphene due to mismatched workfunctions with metal contacts [104] as well as recent nearfield IR experiments [105]. The short range also requires careful optimization to minimize
inhomogeneous charge transfer, which we find can be screened for using Raman spectroscopy,
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leading to clean devices with a single, highly-doped conducting channel and the highest
mobilities (4, 900 cm2 /Vs) of graphene charged to a similar level.
Recently electronic transport experiments [16, 70] and first-principles calculations [53, 106]
also suggested α-RuCl3 can dope mlg to hole densities of a few 1013 cm−2 . However the
two experiments also showed Dirac points close to zero gate voltage. Furthermore, the Hall
and quantum oscillation data imply multiple carrier densities or a splitting of the Dirac
cone. As we show through careful Raman studies, these features resulted from regions where
the two materials do not touch. Indeed, since transport averages over the whole device
it will include contributions from both the nearly charge neutral and strongly hole doped
regimes. Creating uniformly doped samples is crucial for eventual device functionality and,
according to electronic structure calculations, will strongly effect the electronic properties of
the combined system. Beyond disorder, the lateral and vertical extent of the charge transfer,
dependence on layer number and relative rotation, ability to charge dope materials beyond
mlg, and prototypical devices remain unexplored.

3.1

Raman Spectroscopy of Graphene/α-RuCl3
Heterostructures

We begin with device (D1), a single monolayer graphene sheet laid across both mono- and
bilayer α-RuCl3 , all supported by a SiO2 /Si substrate. This and the other structures measured in this work represent a new class of devices, incorporating α-RuCl3 - or hBN-supported
graphene that either lack contacts or have etched contacts at the graphene edge [60]. This
ensures that the interface between graphene and α-RuCl3 is not affected by the presence
of metallic leads. The room-temperature Raman spectra is shown in Fig. 3.1b for D1 of
the pure mlg and mlg/α-RuCl3 regions. In the former, we observe G and 2D Raman peaks
0
0
whose positions (ωG
, ω2D
) = (1581.6 ± 0.2 cm−1 , 2676.9 ± 0.7 cm−1 ) lie within the range of

accepted values for intrinsic graphene with small amounts of local strain and doping from
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Fig. 3.1: Charge transfer in α-RuCl3 heterostructures. (A) Band alignment schematic,
the work function difference between α-RuCl3 and other compounds yields charge transfer.
(B) Representative Raman spectra for mlg (black trace), mlg/α-RuCl3 (yellow trace), and
mlg/CrCl3 (green trace) samples. (C) Correlation between the graphene G and 2D Raman
mode for different mlg-based heterostructures, result of only strain or doping indicated with
dashed lines.
the SiO2 substrate [107–109]. In clear contrast, in device regions containing graphene in
contact with α-RuCl3 , the G and 2D peaks are both significantly blue shifted by 30 cm−1
and 22 cm−1 , respectively, indicating sizable charge transfer.
Raman phonon frequencies in graphene are sensitive to both doping and strain. However,
these two effects can be separated via correlation decoupling analysis of the G and 2D
frequencies [89, 107, 108]. In the main text Fig. 3.1c & Fig. 3.6a, we use this analysis
to calculate the doping level in the mono and bilayer graphene of our heterostructures.
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0
0
We denote the G and 2D peak frequencies for free standing graphene as: (ωG
, ω2D
) =

(1581.6 ± 0.2 cm−1 , 2676.9 ± 0.7 cm−1 ) and the frequency shifts from these intrinisic values
by (∆ωG , ∆ω2D ). It is well established that the degree of shift due to doping and strain is
different for the graphene G and 2D peaks. [108, 109] From electronic gating measurements
and theoretical calculations [107, 108, 110], the effect of hole doping on the graphene G and
doping
doping
2D peak frequency is quasi-linear with a relationship: (∆ωG
/∆ω2D
) = tan(θ1 )=0.75

(The red arrow line in Fig. 3.2a and doping line in the main text Fig. Fig. 3.1c and Fig. 4a).
Exfoliated graphene always shows uniaxial strain on the G and 2D frequencies, which follow
strain
strain
) = tan(θ2 ) = 2.2 [108] (strain line in Fig. 3.2a, Fig. 3.1c and 4a). Next
/∆ω2D
(∆ωG
0
0
we use (ωG
, ω2D
) to set the intercept of the strain and doping lines in the (ωG , ω2D ) space.

Thus the shifts in the G and 2D peaks are determined by (see Fig. 3.2):

lD ∗ sin(θ1) + lS ∗ sin(θ2) = ∆ω2D
lD ∗ cos(θ1) + lS ∗ cos(θ2) = ∆ωG

By inverting this equation, we can take the measure (∆ωG , ω2D ) and determine the strain
and Fermi level. A downward (upward) projected vector along the strain line Fig. 3.2a, Fig.
3.1c & 4a) corresponds to tensile (compressive) strain, while along the doping line the vector
is always projected to the upward direction for both n- and p-type doping.
To determine the precise doping level, we employ the results of three independent measurements and a theory calculation shown in Fig. 3.2b. Specifically, the increase of ∆ωG is
proportional to the shift of Fermi level in the high charge carrier limit (EF > 100 meV).
Using a linear fit to the ωG Vs EF , we can then extract the Fermi energy at each shifted G
peak frequency (Fig. 3.2a).

puredoping
EF = ∆ωG
/α

= lD ∗ sin(θ1 )/α
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Fig. 3.2: Strain and doping separation. (A) Correlation analysis of 2D and G frequencies
to separate the frequency shifts from strain and doping. Data adapted from Refs. [89, 94,
107, 110](B) and Ref. [111] (C) for converting Raman G and 2D peak shifts in monolayer
and bilayer graphene, respectively, to Fermi energy shifts and doping level.
Here, α is the linear fitting of ∆ωG and EF for mlg. From the average of four electric gating
studies (ref. [89, 94, 107, 110]), we set α = −45.7 eV/cm−1 . Therefore, after converting EF
to carrier density we can use the expression below to get the carrier densities of monolayer
graphene. As for strain, it also linearly depends on the G peak frequency shift.
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1 EF 2
π ℏ ∗ vF
1 sin(θ1) 2 2
= (
) ∗ lD
π α ∗ ℏ ∗ vF

p=

purestrain
ϵ = ∆ωG
/s

=

sin(θ2)
∗ lS
s

Here, vF is the Fermi velocity, s is the percent of strain. For uniaxial strain s is -23.5 cm−1 /%
and for biaxial strain s is -69.1 cm−1 /%.
In the bilayer graphene case, the carrier density to G peak shift relationship is slightly
different from monolayer graphene. To convert Raman peak shifts in bilayer graphene to
doping levels, we first followed Ref. [108] to project the peak shift values along the doping
axis, as we did with monolayer graphene, then utilized the results from Ref. [111] Fig. 3.2c,
to convert the G peak shift to hole doping level.
In Fig. 3.1c, we plot the established calibrations for pure strain and doping along with the
distributions of peak shifts for the pure mlg and mlg/α-RuCl3 regions in D1, taken from a
spatially-resolved Raman map (Fig. 3.3a). The observed peak shifts in mlg/α-RuCl3 indicate
an induced average carrier density of ∼ 3 × 1013 cm−2 , similar to previous reports [16, 70]
and predictions [53, 106]. The charge density variations in each device are smaller than
the differences between the average values. As discussed below, we associate this with the
(uncontrolled) relative twist angle between the graphene and α-RuCl3 . To determine the
strain, we assumed it was uniaxial since i) MINT [53] calculations indicate it is dominant,
and ii) this provides better agreement with experiment compared to a biaxial strain model.
No correlation is found between doping and strain, with the latter being quite small (< 0.2%).
To determine whether this charge transfer capability is unique to α-RuCl3 or is generic to all
layered halides, we investigate devices incorporating CrCl3 , a magnetic semiconductor with
a similar lattice structure to α-RuCl3 . Our DFT calculations show the conduction band of
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CrCl3 is quite close to the Dirac point of graphene (Fig. 3.1a), suggesting it cannot drive a
large charge transfer. As expected, the measured Raman spectra (Fig. 3.1b) together with
a scatter plot of the peak positions (Fig. 3.1c) from a SiO2 /CrCl3 /mlg/hBN stack reveal
shifts of the 2D peak alone, while the G peak remains essentially unchanged. Thus CrCl3
primarily produces a strain in the adjacent graphene layer, confirming that charge transfer
is not a generic feature of layered halides.

3.2

Spatial Distribution of α-RuCl3 Charge Transfer

Next we turn to the thickness dependence of the charge transfer between α-RuCl3 and
graphene layers. First we studied the spatially-resolved map of the Raman G peak frequency
for device D1 shown in Fig. 3.3a, since this mode has the strongest dependence on the
carrier density in mlg. Surprisingly, there is no noticeable change in the G peak frequency of
graphene when the laser spot crosses from monolayer α-RuCl3 to bilayer α-RuCl3 , indicating
a single monolayer is sufficient to induce the large hole density.
The same is not true for graphene, where we find that bilayer is more heavily doped than
mlg. Specifically, we measured a heterostructure device (D2) having contiguous mono- and
bilayer graphene, each partially covering the same flake of α-RuCl3 . We compare the Gpeak frequency of the blg/α-RuCl3 and mlg/α-RuCl3 regions in a map (Fig. 3.3b) and the
G/2D distributions in (Fig. 3.6a). Both show the G and 2D peak shifts are smaller in
blg/α-RuCl3 than in mlg/α-RuCl3 . However, the density of states is larger in blg, and thus
the G peak shift for the same carrier density will be less as it depends on the Fermi level.
We find the resulting average carrier density in blg (6 × 1013 cm−2 ) is higher than in mlg
(3 × 1013 cm−2 ). In tandem, we perform self-consistent density-functional theory (DFT)
calculations for blg/α-RuCl3 implemented for AA- and AB-stacked blg. In both cases we
find a larger charge transfer from α-RuCl3 into blg than mlg (Fig. 3.6e).
Inspired by traditional modulation doping that employs an intermediate insulating layer to
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Fig. 3.3: Optical characterization of α-RuCl3 heterostructures. (A-C) Raman maps
of the graphene G peak frequency for different α-RuCl3 heterostructures, with schematics of
each heterostructure above their respective maps. (D) False-color optical micrograph of D1,
mlR is monolayer RuCl3 , blR is bilayer RuCl3 and R means RuCl3 . Atomic force microscope
of monolayer α-RuCl3 step height (Inset). The black square marks the area scanned in
(A). (E) Horizontal linecuts of the G peak frequency across the lines indicated in (A-C),
revealing the sharp doping change. (F)Top, scanning photovoltage map of mlg/α-RuCl3
heterostructure acquired at room-temperature with a 532 nm laser. Mlg is between the white
dashed lines, while right of the orange dashed line is covered by α-RuCl3 . Bottom, Gate
voltage dependence of the photovoltage along the green linecut in the scanned photovoltage
map, consistent with a p-p’ lateral junction.
separate donors/acceptors from the charged layer, we explored a third device design. Device
D3 contains three regions of bare mlg, mlg and α-RuCl3 in direct contact, as well as mlg
and α-RuCl3 separated by ≈ 3-nm-thick hBN. As the valence band maximum of hBN is
closely aligned with the work function of α-RuCl3 (Fig. 3.1a), we anticipate the insulating
barrier will reduce—but not entirely eliminate—charge transfer from the mlg. Indeed, the
spatially resolved G peak map of D3 (Fig. 3.3c), along with the distribution of 2D and G peak
positions (Fig. 3.6a), are consistent with the hBN spacer lowering the induced hole density
in mlg to 0.6 × 1013 cm−2 . Our DFT calculations of mlg/hBN/α-RuCl3 heterostructures
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suggest this doping is tunable via an inverse relation between the charge transfer and the
intermediate hBN thickness (Fig. 3.6c).
The G peak maps of devices D1, D2, and D3 all indicate the lateral charge transfer is short,
changing abruptly across the α-RuCl3 boundary. This is illustrated via the linecuts in Fig.
3.4e, which reveal the doping transition is shorter than the 0.3 µm scanning resolution. The
potential utility of this sharp doping profile is demonstrated in room temperature photovoltage measurements shown in Fig. 3.3f for device D4, a graphene channel partially covered
with α-RuCl3 . The photovoltage map shows a clear photoresponse at the boundary of the
α-RuCl3 region, indicating the presence of a p-p′ junction leading to a photovoltaic effect.
The width of the response is consistent with the spot size of our laser (≈ 1µm) suggesting a
sharp doping profile. We ruled out photothermal effects [112] by testing both the polarization dependence and the minimal effect of a displacement field D (line scans in Fig. 3.4f ).
The response seen in graphene not covered by α-RuCl3 is likely due to inhomogenous local
doping. Indeed, the photovoltage from the uncovered region is suppressed by D, whereas the
α-RuCl3 covered region response is insensitive to D. As such these results show the potential
of α-RuCl3 in creating homojunctions of different carrier densities for optoelectronic devices.

3.3

Homogeneity of α-RuCl3 Charge Transfer

Similarly crucial is the homogeneity of the induced charge. Given the short lateral extent,
regions where the α-RuCl3 is not in good contact with graphene could have little to no
induced charge, yielding a Raman spectra with both shifted and unshifted peaks, as shown
by the spectra at three different locations of device D1 (inset of Fig. 3.4b). A combination
of shifted and unshifted G peaks indicates the presence of both fully doped and charge
neutral regions, which likely occurred in previously reported devices. We confirmed this
by applying a gate voltage, which moved the center of the unshifted peaks, but not the
shifted G peaks as they come from regions with large carrier density. The relative size
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Fig. 3.4: Homogeneity of charge transfer. (A & C) Spatially-resolved homogeneity
maps for D1 & D3, respectively, with stacking schematics depicted above. (B & D) Histograms of the homogeneity values for each map. B Inset, three representative Raman spectra
from D1 with varying weights of shifted and unshifted peaks, showing the different homogeneity. (E) Comparison of conductivity versus displacement field for a α-RuCl3 /mlg/SiO2
device with surface contacts between the mlg and α-RuCl3 (dashed) and a fully encapsulated, edge-contacted hBN/mlg/α-RuCl3 device (solid) device. Inset, D-dependence of
mlg/α-RuCl3 Raman G peak.
of each region within the laser spot is correlated to the spectral weight of the shifted and
unshifted peaks, with some spectra (yellow shaded trace in Fig. 3.4b inset) revealing no
neutral regions. Whether unshifted peaks are present or not, the shifted peaks always appear
at the same energy. This is consistent with extremely short-ranged lateral charge transfer,
leading to undoped puddles within doped regions with nearly constant induced density. Note
that if the chemical potential in α-RuCl3 were spatially inhomogeneous, we would expect a
corresponding distribution of doping in graphene that is not seen in the G peak shifts.
To quantify the uniformity, we define homogeniety to be 100% when only a shifted G peak
is present, whereas 0% homogeneous regions exhibit shifted and unshifted peaks with equal
spectral weight. We then quantify the device homogeneity as (2 × Inorm ) − 1, where Inorm is
the intensity of the shifted G peak normalized by the sum of intensities of both peaks. The
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map of sample D1’s homogeneity, shown in Fig. 3.4a, reveals a sub-micron spatial variation.
We find some regions with 95% homogeneity, indicative of neutral regions ≤65 nm in radius,
given our 300 nm resolution (Fig. 3.3e). The homogeneity improves for graphene in contact
with bilayer vs. monolayer α-RuCl3 due to better mitigation of the surface roughness of the
underlying SiO2 substrate. Further consistency with our picture that the interface quality is
crucial to uniform doping is provided by device D3 (3.4c). Here regions with atomically-flat
hBN show improved homogeneity, also revealed in histograms of the homogeneity values for
D1 and D3 (see Fig. 3.3b & d). These results imply that Raman spectroscopy can be used to
pre-screen samples, enabling the deterministic fabrication of clean and homogeneous devices.
These observations resolve outstanding issues in mlg/α-RuCl3 devices. Specifically the appearance of a Dirac point near zero gate voltage in otherwise extremely conductive and highly
hole-doped graphene (Fig. 3.4e). The Raman maps for these devices exhibit lesser homogeneity (Fig. 3.3a & 3.4a) due to numerous neutral regions (unshifted G peak). In contrast,
Raman maps in our new devices with smoother interfaces reveal improved homogeneity measured by the absence of neutral regions (3.3c & 3.4c). Meanwhile, the conductivity minimum
is lacking in similar devices, as seen in the solid yellow transport trace shown in Fig. 3.4e.
Here the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations show a single population of holes with no additional
charge carrier populations (see Chapter 2). Transport in device D5 in Fig. 3.4e yields the
largest mobility, 4, 900 cm2 /Vs, for single band transport in graphene at correspondingly
large densities (3 × 1013 cm−2 ). Competing doping methods, in particular solid electrolyte
gating, produce higher densities but result in significant disorder and lower mobilities, as tabulated in Table 3.1. Preliminary measurements suggest that increasing the distance between
the α-RuCl3 and graphene yields improved sample mobility at the expense of induced charge
in the graphene, analogous to conventional modulation doping in 2d electron gases [79].
Besides investigating the coexistence of doped and undoped regions in our samples, we can
also study the range of resulting doped values to assess the uniformity of this modulation
doping. For each device we made a histogram of the local doping level at each point in
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Fig. 3.5: Doping distributions. Histogram of doping distributions from scanning Raman
maps. Black dashed lines represent Gaussian fits.
our Raman maps, shown in Fig. 3.5. In general we find the distribution of induced carrier
densities to be well described by Lorentzians whose half width at half maximum varies by
δp ≈ 1–5 × 1012 cm−2 . Perhaps not surprisingly, we find the width for the hBN spaced region
to be substantially smaller (i.e. more homogenous).

3.4

Summary of α-RuCl3 Charge Transfer and Twist
Angle Dependence

Lastly we explain the range of charge transfer in α-RuCl3 heterostuctures via the relative
twist angle. Our devices and previous reports indicate a large variation in hole densities
over 2–4 × 1013 cm−2 [16, 70], far greater than the spread within a single device (δp ≈ 1–
5 × 1012 cm−2 ) (Fig. 3.6a). Rotating the layers relative to one another changes the overlap
between the Ru d and p orbitals, impacting the charge transfer. To this end, Fig. 3.6d shows
MINT results for charge transfer at specific angles of the graphene relative to α-RuCl3 .
The largest (smallest) charge transfer occurs at an angle of 0° (30°). The calculated carrier
densities and strains for these two angles, converted to G and 2D peak frequencies, are
plotted in Fig. 3.6a as orange and yellow diamonds, respectively, in close correspondence to
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Fig. 3.6: Summary of charge transfer from α-RuCl3 . (A) Correlation between the
graphene G and 2D Raman mode for all samples discussed in the text (dots), as well as
converted MINT results (diamonds) for different twist angles. (B) Representative MINT
supercell alignments for 0° (top) and 30° (bottom) mlg/α-RuCl3 twist angles. (C) Doping
levels calculated from Raman spectroscopy (filled bars), transport (horizontally striped bars),
DFT (diagonally striped bars), and MINT (diamond-checkered bars). (D) MINT-calculated
mlg doping levels for six graphene supercell positions at different relative twist angles.
the results for devices D1 and D3. The MINT results for a range of angles, shown in Fig.
3.6d, indicate continuous tuning of the charge transfer due to a change in orbital overlap.
In principle, similar effects could emerge from a low work function material acting as a 2D
crystalline donor. As such, modulation doping can be introduced into 2d heterostructures
with far reaching implications. For example, one can uniformly or locally charge a 2D
material by controlling the regions over which it touches a crystalline acceptor or donor.
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Doping mechanism

nmax (1012 cm−2 )

µ(n∗ ) (cm2 V−1 s−1 )

Ref.

α-RuCl3

-50
-38
-36

4900
1015
1900–6000

Present work
[16]
[70]

Solid polymer electrolyte gating

-400
±25
+60
-30; +40
±25

2000
1500
N/A
N/A
N/A

[91]
[88]
[87]
[89]
[90]

Ionic liquid gating

±50
-4; +7
-60

30
N/A
N/A

[92]
[93]
[94]

STO gating

-7; +11

N/A

[113]

FeCl3 interc.
KC8 interc.
Osmium adsorp.
Tungsten adsorp.
Indium adsorp.
Ca + K adsorp.
Chlorine func.

-580
+134
-16
+6
+4.5
+165
+15

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

[95]
[96]
[97]
[59]
[114]
[98]
[99]

Tab. 3.1: Maximum achieved graphene charge densities nmax reported for different doping mechanisms, including α-RuCl3 heterostructures, solid polymer electrolyte gating, ionic
liquid gating, gating through an SrTiO3 (STO) dielectric, and various atomic or molecular intercalation, adsorption, and functionalization methods. Values of the mobility µ at
n∗ = 30 ± 5 × 1012 cm−2 are also listed where available.
This enables a new regime of 2d plasmonics, improved electrical transparency of contacts by
locally doping the contacted layer, and the creation of lateral p-n junctions. Furthermore, the
large and local electric fields in α-RuCl3 will break inversion symmetry. As such they should
enable new nonlinear responses in 2d materials and tune the spin-orbit coupling. Thus, when
combined with magnetic 2d atomic crystals, α-RuCl3 could provide new spintronic devices
and topological phases such as skyrmion lattices and spin liquids. Indeed an important
question for future studies is the interplay between the magnetism and charge transfer in
α-RuCl3 heterostructures.
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Chapter 4

Ultra-Sharp Lateral p-n Junctions in
Modulation-Doped Graphene
Ideal p-n junctions in graphene with a step-function change in carrier density underlie
the physics of Klein tunneling [115–118], negative refraction required for Veselago lensing [119, 120], guiding of plasmons [121] and snake states [122]. Such junctions may also
enable controlled anisotropy of the band velocity [123, 124], novel electron-optical devices
based on transformation optics [125], or the ability to focus electron beams [126–129]. In
practice, p-n junctions defined by electrostatic gating are far from this ideal, with the change
in carrier density taking place over ≈ 40-100 nm due to fringe electric fields from the edges
of the metallic gates [120,130,131], precluding observation of effects such as Veselago lensing
that rely on sub-10-nm junctions [120]. Here we employ modulation-doping of graphene by
close (≲2 nm) proximity to α-RuCl3 [35], and a well-defined boundary to the doped region
via a cleaved edge of the α-RuCl3 flake, to create ultra-sharp junctions, demonstrated with
evidence from electronic transport, scanning tunneling probes, and first principles calculations.
When the layered Mott insulator alpha-ruthenium(III) chloride (α-RuCl3 ) is placed in direct
contact with graphene, it accepts approximately 4×1013 cm−2 electrons, leaving the graphene
strongly hole-doped [16, 53, 70, 105, 106]. If an insulating spacer is introduced between the
two materials, the charge transfer is weakened and the mobility increases commensurate with
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the setback of α-RuCl3 from graphene, analogous to modulation doping of conventional twodimensional electron gases [35,132]. The spatial distribution of the hole-doping is determined
by where the α-RuCl3 overlaps the graphene which can in principle have an atomically-abrupt
boundary. Thus charge-doping by α-RuCl3 appears to be a viable route toward ultra-sharp
p-n junctions in graphene.
Here we fabricate p-n junctions in graphene by a combination of modulation-doping to
differentially charge-dope two regions, and electrostatic gating to independently tune the
densities in each. We use the resistance measured across the junctions to extract the junction
width and find an ultra-sharp, ≲10 nm junction when a cleaved crystalline edge of the
dopant α-RuCl3 flake placed 2 nm away from the graphene defines the boundary between the
regions. We further use low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy
(STM/STS) to explore devices where a graphene sheet is either directly in contact with
α-RuCl3 or separated from it by thin flakes of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). We observe a
sharp change in the charge doping of the graphene over a sub-10 nm length scale across step
edges in the insulating hBN spacer. Finally, we perform density functional theory (DFT)
calculations that reveal the hole-doping of graphene due to electron transfer to α-RuCl3 falls
off rapidly over just a few graphene lattice constants from the α-RuCl3 edge.

4.1

Sample Preparation

Graphene, hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), and α-RuCl3 flakes were isolated via mechanical
exfoliation. Atomic force microscopy was used to confirm the thickness of the flakes used in
each device. Devices D1, D2, D3, and D4 were fabricated using a dry van der Waals stacking
technique to pick up and stack layers of graphene, hBN, and α-RuCl3 using an adhesive layer
of polypropylene carbonate (PPC) in D1 and poly(bisphenol a) carbonate (PC) in D2, D3,
and D4 [60]. The aluminum oxide layer in D1 was grown by electron beam evaporation of
1.5 nm of aluminum that was subsequently oxidized. The top gates and contacts used were
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patterned by electron beam lithography in D1 and photolithography in D2. Contacts and
top gates were metallized by thermal evaporation of Cr/Au leads. Devices were etched using
XeF2 gas at a chamber pressure of 1500 mTorr for 15 s [133]. Electronic transport, including
Hall data, in devices D1 and D2 were taken at 4 K in a variable-temperature cryostat using
standard low-frequency measurement techniques.

4.2

Electronic Transport

We present electronic transport in two graphene devices containing lateral p-n junctions. In
both, half the graphene sheet is intrinsic while the other half is modulation-doped by an αRuCl3 flake. Device D1 has a ≈1.5-nm-thick AlOx film between the graphene and α-RuCl3 ,
while device D2 has a 2-nm-thick flake of hBN as a spacer. Figure 4.1a shows an optical
microscope image of D1, which consists of a 16.5-nm-thick flake of α-RuCl3 coated by the
AlOx film, topped by a graphene Hall bar that lies partly above the α-RuCl3 and partly on
the bare substrate. The Hall bar is capped by a flake of hBN (≈30 nm) supporting a global
Cr/Au top gate, and is contacted by Cr/Au leads. The entire device rests on 300 nm of SiO2
on p-Si; the latter also serves as a global back gate. Further fabrication details are given
in the Supporting Information [?]. In Fig. 4.1a, the device regions labeled “g” and “mod”
correspond to the intrinsic and α-RuCl3 -doped graphene, respectively, and a profile of the
device stack is shown schematically in Fig. 4.1b.
Four-terminal resistance measurements at T =4 K of the g and mod side of device D1 are
shown in Fig. 4.1d, as a function of the top gate voltage. On either side of the junction we
see resistance maxima at the graphene charge neutrality point (CNP or Dirac point), shifted
by a few volts relative to each other due to the p-type modulation-doping [16, 70, 134].
Measurements of the low-field Hall coefficient, RH , shown in Fig. 4.1e directly show the
charge-doping difference to be 3.2×1012 cm−2 . Similarly, in the hBN-spaced device D2,
the charge transfer is 1.5 × 1012 cm−2 [?]. Typical g-side (mod-side) mobilities and mean
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free paths in D1 range from 8,000-12,000 cm2 /Vs and 100-250 nm (6,000-10, 000 cm2 /Vs
and 50-200 nm) [?]. Intriguingly, although the top and back gates are global, the carrier
densities on either side can be independently tuned. Thus the back-gate electric field on the
modulation-doped side must be screened by the α-RuCl3 . This is quite unexpected, since
bulk α-RuCl3 is well known to be insulating with a transport gap of ∼ 100s of meV [14–16].
Of course, in the present work the α-RuCl3 has been charge-doped, such that the Fermi
energy is calculated to reside just inside the conduction band [106] (presuming there are no
impurities or impurity bands). These bands are rather flat and should have a large effective
mass; nonetheless it is possible that the α-RuCl3 may become conducting at a level sufficient
to screen the back gate electric field. If these samples host impurities sourced from e.g. the
ingredients used during growth, the Fermi energy may in fact reside in an impurity band.
Regardless of the origin, the fact that α-RuCl3 screens the back gate is well established in
three devices discussed in the main text, and enables exploration of p-n junction effects in
the graphene.
Figures 4.2a, b, and c show the conductivity, mobility, and mean free path, respectively, of
device D1 (AlOx -spaced) as a function of carrier density for both the g and mod sides. Typical
g-side (mod-side) mobilities and mean free paths in D1 range from 8,000–12,000 cm2 /Vs and
100–250 nm (6,000–10, 000 cm2 /Vs and 50–200 nm).
Figure 4.3a shows an image of device D2, which consists of a 5.4-nm-thick flake of α-RuCl3
covered with a 2-nm-thick flake of hBN, topped by a graphene Hall bar that lies partly
above the α-RuCl3 and partly on the hBN spacer layer. The Hall bar is capped by a flake of
hBN (≈ 49 nm) supporting a global Cr/Au top gate, and is contacted by Cr/Au leads. The
entire device rests on 300 nm of SiO2 on p-Si; the latter also serves as a global back gate.
The stacking order is schematically depicted in Fig. 4.3b. Figure 4.3c shows the mod-side
conductivity as a function of density, while Fig. 4.3d shows the mod-side mobility (orange,
left axis) and mean free path (black, right axis).
The width of a graphene p-n junction can be determined by its contribution to the total
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Fig. 4.2: Electronic transport properties of device D1 (AlOx spacer). a Conductivities of the g and mod regions of device D1. b Mobilities of D1. c Mean free paths of D1.
device resistance. Charge carriers incident on a p-n junction in graphene obey an electronic
analog of Snell’s law at an interface of right- and left-handed optical materials: the momentum
along the junction, ky = kF sin θ, is conserved, but the momentum kx normal to the junction
changes sign, the end result being a negative refraction [135, 136]. Here kF is the Fermi
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momentum and θ is the carrier angle of incidence on the junction. Carriers are transmitted
across an abrupt junction with probability T (θ) = cos2 θ due to pseudospin conservation.
In real devices there is always a density gradient from p- to n-type over some characteristic
width d, analogous to the depletion region of a classical doped-Si p-n junction. Although
there is no band gap in graphene, an effective gap to transmission arises when kx (x) =
q

(E(x)/ℏvF )2 − ky2 becomes imaginary, where E(x) = ℏvF kF (x) is the position-dependent

energy of the graphene Dirac point across the junction, and vF ≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi
velocity. This is depicted schematically in Fig. 4.1c. Tunneling across this gap reduces
the transmission probability as a function of impact angle and junction width which, for a
balanced junction (|p| = |n|), is given by [135]

T (θ, d) = cos2 θe−πkF d sin

2

θ

.

(4.1)

The reduced transmission leads to a finite resistance that has both ballistic and diffusive
contributions, Rp-n = Rbal + Rdif , whose relative magnitudes depend on the carrier mean
free path and also many-body effects [137, 138]. Experimental values of Rp-n range from a
few hundred ohms in graphene-on-oxide junctions to 100 Ω in hBN-encapsulated junctions
[116, 120, 139].
We extract the width of lateral p-n junctions in two devices as follows, illustrating the
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procedure by analyzing the transport in device D1. First, in Fig. 4.4a we show the topand back-gate dependence of the total resistance across the junction, Rjn , using the contacts
marked in yellow in Fig. 4.1a for D1. This quantity includes the sheet resistances from
both sides of the junction, and Rp-n due to the junction itself. The density of the intrinsic
portion of the graphene depends on both gates as ng = αtg Vtg − αbg Vbg + ng,0 , while the
α-RuCl3 -doped portion depends only on the top gate via nmod = αtg Vtg + nmod,0 . Here the
top and back gating efficiencies are αtg = 4.4 × 1011 cm−2 /V and αbg = 6.0 × 1010 cm−2 /V,
respectively, and the densities for zero applied gate bias are ng,0 = 1.1 × 1012 cm−2 and
nmod,0 = −1.3 × 1012 cm−2 . Using these relations, in Fig. 4.4b we re-plot Rjn vs the carrier
densities of the intrinsic graphene, ng , and the modulation-doped graphene, nmod . The CNPs
of these two differentially-doped regions appear as vertical and horizontal bands separating
the regimes of same-sign (p-p′ or n-n′ ) carrier transport across the interface from those having
bipolar transport.
Next we isolate the resistance, Rp-n , of the p-n junction itself. We start with line cuts of
jn
Rjn along lines of equal carrier density and same sign (ng = nmod > 0, yielding Rn-n
) or
jn
opposite sign (ng = −nmod > 0, Rn-p
). These are plotted together in Fig. 4.4c. To the

extent that sheet resistances on either side of the interface are symmetric with respect to
jn
jn
jn
, will be due only
− Rn-n
charge neutrality, then the difference of these curves, Rodd
= Rn-p
jn
to the resistance of the p-n junction: Rodd
= Rp-n . In fact, for the line cuts in Fig. 4.4c

the contribution from the g-side sheet resistance ought to be identical because the g-side
carrier density does not change sign. In contrast, the two line cuts include either n- or
p-type doping of the mod side, so any asymmetry about the CNP in this region will add an
jn
additional resistance to Rodd
that must be subtracted off. To determine the presence of this

additional contribution, we make resistance maps analogous to Fig. 4.4b for both the g and
mod side, shown in Fig. 4.10. From equivalent line cuts along the n-n and n-p directions,
g
jn
mod
we calculate Rodd
and Rodd
. These, along with Rodd
, are shown in Fig. 4.4d. As expected,
g
jn
mod
Rodd
lies close to zero; but Rodd
and Rodd
are finite and share a similar lineshape.
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It remains to subtract this asymmetric part of the sheet resistance to finally obtain the p-n
jn
g
mod
junction resistance: Rp-n = Rodd
− (cg × Rodd
+ cmod × Rodd
), where ci are scaling factors

appropriate to the device geometry. We choose ci to be proportional to the area of each
contained between contacts used in measuring Rjn . The analysis is robust to variations in ci
up to 20%, easily accommodating small errors in measurement of the device geometry. Figure
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4.4e shows the resulting Rp-n values, along with the analysis for line cuts along the (n-p)
and (p-p) directions which should in principle yield the same junction resistance. Indeed,
both show values of ∼ 100 Ω (but for a brief excursion by the (p-p)-derived trace which
can be attributed to a dip in Rjn . While difficult to see in the Rjn data (Fig. 4.5a), this
feature is obvious in ∂Rjn /∂ng where it is marked by an arrow in Fig. 4.5b. Its dependence
on ng reveals its origin in the intrinsic graphene side of the device, but it does not appear
in the sheet resistance measured solely on the g side (Fig. 4.5c), nor does it appear in
a derivative w.r.t. ng (Fig. 4.5d). In other words, it is sampled by the contacts used in
measuring Rjn , but missed by the geometry of contacts used to measure Rg . Meanwhile, our
analysis assumes that the g- and mod-side sheet resistances are spatially uniform up to the
interface. However, nonuniformities that may exist close to the interface (such as this) are
not necessarily captured in the sheet resistance measurements, and so are not subtracted off
when calculating Rp-n .
Figure 4.4f shows the results of similar analyses carried out in device D2. Here, both curves
show peaks at low density that rapidly converge to values between 20 and 30 Ω over much
of the carrier density range. We compare these results to theoretical predictions for the
resistance of p-n junctions in disordered graphene [138], which we plot as shaded bands
calculated for junction widths d that span 100 to 200 nm and 1 to 10 nm in Fig. 4.4e and f,
respectively. Device D2 is thus found to have an ultra-sharp, sub-10-nm junction, while D1
has a much wider ∼ 100 nm junction.
In the theory of transport through p-n junction in disordered graphene [138], transport across
the junction is a sum of ballistic and diffusive contributions; which term is dominant depends
on the ratio of the carrier density gradient across the interface to the impurity density, β =
3/2

n′ /nimp , where nimp is determined from the carrier mobility µ by nimp = e/(hµ). For β ≫ 1
(≪ 1) the junction transport is predominantly ballistic (diffusive). To calculate β in these
devices, we estimate the density gradient for balanced junctions as n′ = 2|n|/d, where n is
the density of electrons or holes on both sides of the interface. We plot the resulting values of
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Fig. 4.5: g-side asymmetry in device D1. a Rjn in D1 as a function of g- and mod- side
densities. b Derivative of a taken along the ng -direction. c Rg in D1 as a function of g- and
mod- side densities. d Derivative of c taken along the ng -direction. Panel a is identical to
Fig. 4.4b, except for the lack of line cuts.
β for devices D1 and D1 as a function of junction width in Fig. 4.6. Using the experimentally
measured mobilities to find nimp , we find both devices easily satisfy β ≫ 1 for any value of d
below 300 nm. Accordingly, we compare the experimentally-determined junction resistance
Rp-n to the predicted resistance of a ballistic junction, Rbal = c(h/e2 )/(α1/6 n′1/3 W ). Here W
is the device width, α ≈ 0.3 (0.5) is the graphene fine structure constant for the device with
AlOx (hBN) spacer, and c ≈ 1 captures the (α-dependent) effect of many-body effects in the
ballistic junction [137]. In this equation the only remaining free parameter is the junction
width d in the density gradient n′ , so d is varied to produce curves of Rbal as a function of
carrier density that best fit the data. The results are plotted in Fig. 4.4e and f as shaded
bands that span 100 to 200 nm and 1 to 10 nm, respectively.
At first, this result is surprising: why are the two junction widths so different? Both have
insulating spacers of approximately the same thickness, with modulation-doping levels only
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Fig. 4.6: Calculation of β. β parameter calculated for n = 1012 cm−2 as a function of
junction width d for devices D1 and D2.
a factor of two apart. The differing mobilities are unlikely to be the culprit, as transport
across the junction is firmly in the ballistic regime in which beta ≫ 1, as shown in Fig. 4.6.
The interface in device D1 is angled at 22◦ so the junction appears wider, but only by a factor
of 1/ cos(22◦ ) ≈ 1.08 [140]. Ultimately, inspection of the α-RuCl3 flakes used in the devices
offers a clear resolution: in D1, the edge of the α-RuCl3 flake at the boundary between the
intrinsic and modulation-doped regions is slightly curved, with no obvious relation to its
crystalline axes. In contrast, for D2 the edge defining the boundary of charge transfer is
straight and makes an angle of ≈ 119◦ with another portion of the flake just outside where
it contacts the graphene. This implies the boundary in D2 is a cleaved crystalline edge, and
in D1 is likely to be rough with various facets along the edge.
Figure 4.7 shows optical microscope images taken at 50× magnification of the α-RuCl3 flakes
used for modulation doping in device D1 (a and b) and D2 (c and d). Figs. 4.7a and c have
semi-transparent images of the their respective devices overlaid to highlight the device edge
used to define the interface between intrinsic and modulation-doped regions. In device D1,
the α-RuCl3 edge used to define the junction (indicated by the vertical dashed line in Fig.
4.7b does not appear to be a perfect crystalline edge upon optical inspection. However, the
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Fig. 4.7: α-RuCl3 flake edges. a Optical microscope image of the α-RuCl3 flake used in
device D1, with the final device image overlaid as a visual aid. b The α-RuCl3 flake from a
with a vertical dashed line indicating the edge used to form the junction interface. c Optical
microscope image of the α-RuCl3 flake used in device D2, with the final device image overlaid
as a visual aid. d The α-RuCl3 flake from c with a vertical dashed line indicating the edge
used to form the junction interface, measured at an angle of ≈119◦ from another flake edge.

α-RuCl3 edge used to define the junction in D2 (indicated by the vertical dashed line in Fig.
4.7d) appears straight and is oriented nearly 120◦ from another α-RuCl3 edge, implying that
this edge tore along a crystallographic axis during exfoliation.

4.2.1

Full analysis of Rodd

As described above, to determine the junction resistance, Rp-n , we first need to find Rodd ,
which is the difference between the bipolar (p-n) and monopolar (either n-n or p-p) resistances
measured (i) in the intrinsic graphene region, (ii) in the modulation-doped region, or (iii)
across the interface between the two. Figures 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13, included at the end
of this chapter, show the data and process for determining Rodd for devices D1 and D2.
Figure 4.10 shows the process for obtaining the three Rodd curves in comparing transport
between the p-n and n-n regimes for device D1. In each of the first three rows, we show the
as-measured resistance (left plot), the resistance re-plotted vs the g- and mod-side carrier
densities (center plot), and two line cuts (right plot) taken along the solid (dashed) white
lines of the center plot for the same magnitude and sign (same magnitude and opposite
sign) of the carrier densities on either side of the interface. The final plot, Fig. 4.10j shows
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g
mod
Rodd
and Rodd
which contain trivial contributions to the resistance due to asymmetry about
jn
charge neutrality in the g- and mod-side sheet resistivity, and includes Rodd
which contains a

portion of these values, plus the junction resistance Rp-n . Rp-n calculated from these curves
is shown in Fig. 4.4e as filled circles.
In Fig. 4.11, we show the companion procedure comparing transport in the p-n and p-p
regimes for D1. Rp-n calculated from these curves is shown in Fig. 4.4e as open squares.
In Fig. 4.12 and 4.13, the same process is repeated for device D2 except that lost contacts
prevented independent measurement of the g-side sheet resistivity. This is irrelevant for Fig.
4.12, where any g-side Dirac peak asymmetry does not contribute anyway. Evidently, any
g-side asymmetry is negligible in the analysis in Fig. 4.13, given the close agreement of the
two Rp-n curve in Fig. 4.4f ; these would be readily driven apart by any such asymmetry.

4.3

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

We use scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy at T = 4.8 K to study the spatial
variation of the Dirac point across differentially-doped regions in two other devices, D3 and
D4, both composed of overlapping flakes of graphene, hBN, and α-RuCl3 on a SiO2 /p-Si
substrate. Figure 4.8a shows an atomically resolved topographic map of a region in D3,
consisting of graphene in direct contact with α-RuCl3 . The differential tunneling current,
dI/dVS , proportional to the local density of states (LDOS), is acquired as a function of the
tip-sample bias, VS , and a back gate voltage applied to the substrate, Vbg , with results plotted
in Fig. 4.8b where a dark blue (brown) color corresponds to high (low) LDOS. A strong dark
brown band centered about VS = 0 mV appears along with several fainter features. We show
the averaged spectra from Vbg = −50 V to +50 V in Fig. 4.8c which shows a 120-mV-wide Ushaped suppression of dI/dVS centered about VS = 0 mV, with a less pronounced minimum at
VS = 560 mV. The former is a familiar phonon-assisted inelastic tunneling gap [141], while
the latter corresponds to the graphene CNP [77, 141]. We estimate the graphene carrier
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density using ng = (EDP − ℏω)2 /(πℏ2 vF2 ), with ℏω the phonon energy and EDP the energy
of the Dirac point in Fig. 4.8c, and find a large p-type doping of n = −1.8 × 1013 cm−2 , on
the low side of prior observations of the graphene/α-RuCl3 charge transfer [16, 35, 105]. The
surprising lack of response to the back gate corroborates the screening effect noted above in
transport for α-RuCl3 -doped graphene.
In Fig. 4.8d, we show a topographic map of a region in device D4 that shows terraces
due to separation of graphene and α-RuCl3 by an hBN spacer of varying thickness, shown
schematically in Fig. 4.8f. In Fig. 4.8e, we show dI/dVS spectra acquired over one such edge
(along the arrow in Fig. 4.8d) as a function of both VS and position x to map the change in
charge transfer. The white curve shows the height profile (right axis). As above, the phonon
gap appears at VS =0 mV, but the graphene CNP feature disperses non-monotonically with
x, briefly decreasing as the step edge is approached and then sharply increasing to a final
plateau once the step edge is crossed. Point spectroscopy taken at different x values (shown
in Fig. 4.8g) illustrates the non-monotonic variation of the CNP across the step edge. Far
from the edge, the charge density is found to be 5.8×1012 cm−2 (8.3×1012 cm−2 ) for the
higher (lower) step, confirming that larger charge transfers are associated with thinner hBN
spacer layers. The positive shift of the CNP takes place rapidly over ≈7 nm. A recent work
in which STM is used to map the charge density in a nanobubble in graphene on α-RuCl3 ,
at room temperature, finds an even sharper interface across a p-n junction [142]. We note
an instability in STS is observed at the step edge, where the tip-sample interaction may lead
to a small delamination of the graphene with a decrease in the charge transfer [143].

4.4

Density Functional Theory Calculations

To understand both the lateral and vertical spatial distribution of the charge transfer due
to the modulation-doping of graphene by α-RuCl3 , we perform first principles calculations
of a monolayer-thick α-RuCl3 ribbon on graphene as shown in Fig. 4.9a and b. By using
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Fig. 4.8: STM and STS across step edges in graphene/hBN/α-RuCl3 heterostructures. a Atomically resolved STM topography of a 10×10 nm2 region taken on graphene/αRuCl3 in Device D3 at T = 4.8 K. b Color map of the measured dI/dVS (VS ,d) from region
in a, as a function of gate voltage applied to substrate. The strong feature near VS = 0
mV corresponds to phonon-assisted inelastic tunneling while the additional suppression in
intensity near VS = 560 mV corresponds to the graphene charge neutrality point. c Average
of spectra across all Vbg shows a clear phonon gap and minimum at CNP. d STM topography
of a 200 × 200 nm2 window in a graphene/hBN/α-RuCl3 region in Device D4. e Color map
of the measured dI/dVS along the white line over a step edge in d. The phonon gap and
graphene CNP are readily visible, with the latter showing a non-monotonic dispersion as
the tip travels over the step edge. White line tracks the change in tip height in crossing
the step. f Schematic of measurement over step edges in graphene/hBN/α-RuCl3 /SiO2 /Si
heterostructure. g Measured dI/dVS spectra at various x positions (labeled in figure) along
white line in d, highlighting the non-monotonic shift of the CNP feature, indicated by an
arrow for each curve.
DFT calculations as implemented in VASP, we first calculate the properties of the interface
when no spacer layers are present in a large supercell in the ribbon-on-sheet geometry (see
Fig. 4.9a), with supercell lattice parameters a = 34.16 Å, b = 9.84 Å, and c = 20 Å (distance
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Fig. 4.9: Calculated charge densities of α-RuCl3 ribbon on graphene. a Top view of
the supercell and the corresponding orthogonal directions of the lattice vectors (â, b̂, and ĉ).
The blue (red) spheres represent the Ru (Cl) atoms. b Side view of supercell with illustration
of the change in charge density, ∆ρ, showing accumulation and depletion in beige and teal,
respectively. The isosurface value of ∆ρ is chosen to be 5 × 10−4 e/a.u.3 , and s0 = 3.31 Å
is the equilibrium separation of the relaxed geometry. c Planar average of the change in
charge density (in the b̂, ĉ plane) along the â direction, ∆ρavg , separated by color for charge
on α-RuCl3 (orange) and graphene (blue). d Total integrated charge on α-RuCl3 (orange,
right axis) and graphene (blue, left axis) as a function of separation between the layers. e
Decay length of charge distribution in graphene as a function of lateral distance away from
the edge of the α-RuCl3 ribbon.
between periodic images along c direction is ≈ 16.5 Å), and the graphene C-C bond-lengths
fixed at 1.42 Å. Geometrical optimization of the internal atomic degrees of freedom leads
to a mildly distorted Ru hexagon with shorter Ru-Ru bonds (ls = 3.17 Å) arranged in a
periodic-step-function like pattern along the direction b̂, compared with the other Ru-Ru
bonds of the ribbon (ls = 3.48–3.52 Å).
With the two materials in close proximity, a new charge density distribution develops which
we illustrate by subtracting of the charge densities of intrinsic graphene and α-RuCl3 from
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that of the graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructure, ∆ρ = ραR/g − ραR − ρg . We find that charge
accumulates in the α-RuCl3 ribbon with a concomitant depletion in the graphene, as shown
in Fig. 4.9b where we plot the charge isosurface at |∆ρ| = 5×10−4 e/a.u.3 , and in Fig. 4.9c by
directly plotting the variations in the planar average of ∆ρ (over b̂ × ĉ) along the â direction
for the graphene and α-RuCl3 layers. These results are in accord with findings for the
graphene/α-RuCl3 commensurate bilayer case [106]. Figure 4.9c shows the excess electronic
charge in α-RuCl3 tends to lie largely on the Cl atoms facing the graphene. The majority
of the charge depletion in graphene is concentrated at the C atom locations underneath
the α-RuCl3 , reaches maxima near the boundaries of the α-RuCl3 ribbon, and proceeds to
decrease rapidly beyond the edge. Adding a second α-RuCl3 layer does not qualitatively
alter this result.
The equilibrium height of the α-RuCl3 above the graphene, s0 = 3.31 Å, is defined as the
average distance between the C atoms in graphene and the graphene-facing Cl atoms in
α-RuCl3 , shown in Fig. 4.9b. To mimic the presence of a dielectric spacer layer, we calculate
how the charge transfer changes if the separation is increased up to an additional 4 Å (without
further relaxing the geometry, but with the supercell lattice parameter c also increased up to
24 Å). The results, in Fig. 4.9d, show a clear decrease of the charge exchange between the two
layers, in qualitative agreement with the experimentally observed modulation doping effect.
Performing the calculation with a dielectric present would alter the absolute magnitude of
charge transfer but is expected to keep the relative changes similar to what we have found
here [35].
Finally, we can estimate the characteristic length scale over which the charge transfer decays
away outside the ribbon by fitting the decrease of the charge density peaks around the C
atoms, visible in Fig. 4.9c, as a function of distance. We find the best fit to the data is
made using an equation of the form Ae−(x−x0 )/B , with x0 measured along â from the average
position of the zigzag C atoms just outside the α-RuCl3 ribbon. The decay length, B, plotted
in Fig. 4.9e is an average of the fits made on either side of the α-RuCl3 ribbon, and is found
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to be roughly 2.5 times greater than the graphene/α-RuCl3 separation.

4.5

Discussion

We have demonstrated ultra-sharp p-n junctions in modulation-doped graphene devices.
This innovation relies upon several advantages conferred by using α-RuCl3 to charge dope
graphene.
First, we use a cleaved crystalline edge to define an atomically-sharp and straight interface
along the several-micron-length of the p-n junction. Prior work has determined that roughness of this interface can be a significant hurdle to achieving ultra-sharp junctions [144].
This advantage is not unique to α-RuCl3 ; however, even in cleaved graphite-gate-defined
p-n devices with sub-nm lateral roughness along the interface, 40-nm-wide junctions still are
observed [131]. Thus a sharp interface may be necessary but is apparently not sufficient to
obtain ultra-sharp junctions.
Therefore we note additional advantages unique to the α-RuCl3 approach. Our devices
are composed of two monolayer charge distributions (only the layer of α-RuCl3 closest to
graphene is appreciably charged [35]). These form a nearly ideal parallel-plate capacitor
geometry with arbitrarily small separation between the plates. Indeed, the charge distribution in the α-RuCl3 shows accumulation near the edge of the ribbon, visible in Fig. 4.9c,
just as expected for a classical charged sheet over a metallic plane. This suggests the extent of the potential variation in graphene beyond the edge of α-RuCl3 (e.g. the junction
width) is, apart from a possible role for nonlinear screening [137], essentially a matter of
electrostatics and thus due to the usual fringing electric fields which have a lateral extent
on the order of the plate separation. Given this, it should be possible to achieve a similar
result by implementing a graphite gate just as close to the graphene; however, this presents
numerous practical difficulties including dielectric breakdown, unwanted leakage currents to
the conducting gate, and the onset of tunneling for dielectric thicknesses below 2 nm [145].
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These are not limitations for α-RuCl3 -doped graphene, for which the charge transfer is fixed,
requires no external bias, and crucially has no leakage current due to the insulating nature
of α-RuCl3 .
Thus the narrowest p-n junctions can be achieved by placing a flake of α-RuCl3 with a
cleaved edge as close as possible to the graphene. Junctions defined in this manner should
be narrow enough to enable observation of electron-optical effects such as Veselago lensing
and other useful devices based on electron refraction or reflection [120].
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and dashed lines from b,e. j Differences between the curves in c,f.
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Chapter 5

Anomalous Transport Phenomena in
Graphene/α-RuCl3 Heterostructures
Heterostructures of graphene and the layered Mott insulator alpha-ruthenium(III) chloride
(α-RuCl3 ) exhibit a charge transfer when placed in direct contact, leaving the graphene
strongly hole-doped to a density of ≈ 4×1013 cm2 . This leaves the graphene charge neutrality
point (CNP) inaccessible due to the extremely large electric fields required to counteract the
charge transfer by electrostatic gating. By introducing a thin insulating barrier between
the two materials the charge transfer can be reduced, commensurate with the thickness
of the spacer layer, enabling gate-tunable bipolar transport in α-RuCl3 -modulation-doped
graphene.
The charge transfer between graphene and α-RuCl3 persists from room temperature down
to cryogenic temperatures. However, around 30 K, there appears to be a change in the
charge transfer which can be discerned from electronic transport signatures in modulationdoped graphene: the charge neutrality point appears to shift to a lower gate bias below
30 K, implying that the charge transfer abruptly decreases upon cooling. This change in
charge transfer is reversible when the sample is warmed up. Early observations of this
effect in graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures with inhomogeneous interfaces showed a less
clear signature due to coexisting contributions from doped and intrinsic graphene, which we
initially attempted to explain by invoking a magnetic phase transition. We then show data
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taken in α-RuCl3 -modulation-doped graphene samples which exhibit an unmistakable shift
of the graphene CNP at 30 K. Measurements of the Hall coefficient substantiate that this
shift corresponds to a change in charge transfer. We also discuss temperature-dependent
resistance measurements of homogeneously contacting graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures,
whose low resistivities and large carrier densities obscure the observation of the change in
charge transfer at 30 K.
Remarkably, when α-RuCl3 is placed between graphene and an electrostatic gate, it appears
to screen the electric field from the gate. In α-RuCl3 -modulation-doped graphene devices
with thin flakes of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) as the insulating spacer layer, and the
α-RuCl3 interposed between the graphene and a global back gate, the back gate is screened
only until its sweeping direction is reversed, at which point it begins to exhibit a field
effect on the graphene, apparently influencing the charge transfer between the graphene and
α-RuCl3 . However, this gating effect abruptly halts after sweeping to a certain bias and
becomes screened again, effectively pinning the graphene CNP. When the sweeping direction
is reversed again, the field effect transits in the reverse direction before freezing once more,
forming a hysteresis loop of the graphene CNP, or rather the amount of charge transfer
from graphene to α-RuCl3 . We perform resistance measurements in dual-gated α-RuCl3 modulation-doped graphene devices showing a hysteretic back gate response which may be
related to emergent ferroelectricity in the heterostructure.

5.1

Change in Charge Transfer Near 30 K

In the temperature dependence of the electronic transport in graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures with inhomogeneous interfaces, explored earlier in Fig. 2.1a and b, an additional feature
is visible around 20 K that is not normally present in graphene. We highlight this by plotting
the normalized temperature derivative of the resistivity for devices D1 and D2 in Fig. 5.1a-c
and d-f, respectively. Intriguing lineshapes appear with peaks and dips whose specific shapes
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Fig. 5.1: Temperature-dependent resistivity jump in inhomogeneous graphene/αRuCl3 heterostructures. The resistivity of graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures shows
abrupt jumps at 12–35 K, emphasized here by taking a derivative with respect to temperature. These data are for the same two devices as Fig. 2.1: D1 (a-c) and D2 (d-f ). a,d Color
maps showing dρ/dT vs the graphene charge carrier density in each device, normalized by
the maximum value of dρ/dT below 60 K at each density. This highlights the evolution in
temperature at which peaks in dρ/dT are observed to occur. b,e Linecuts of dρ/dT from a
and d, offset vertically and not normalized in order to show the variation in amplitude of the
peaks and dips. Blue-to-red shading follows the transition from p- to n-type doping of the
graphene, with charge neutrality at the blue/red border. The inset to e shows a 12× magnified view of the top p-type traces. Short black lines along the left axis mark the location of
dρ/dT = 0 for each trace. c,f Temperatures of the dρ/dT peak maxima (open circles) and
dip minima (filled circles). For D1 (a-c) two peaks can be discerned for p-type graphene. In
both devices, the peak temperatures show a sharp variation at charge neutrality in graphene.
are distinctly different for p- or n-type graphene, and for which the peak temperatures show
a sharp drop right at charge neutrality. The shape of dρ/dT also seems to correlate with the
graphene charge carrier density and the visible Dirac peak.
We were able to more carefully explore this feature in α-RuCl3 -modulation doped graphene
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Fig. 5.2: Change in charge transfer near 30 K. a Optical micrograph of an AlOx -spaced
graphene/α-RuCl3 device. The white dashed lines indicate the α-RuCl3 flake boundary
separating regions of intrinsic and α-RuCl3 -modulation-doped graphene, labeled “g” and
“mod”, respectively. b Schematic of device layer profile. c,d g- and mod-side resistivity
maps, respectively, measured as a function of top gate voltage Vtg and temperature T .
Horizontal white lines indicate linecuts shown in e. e Constant-temperature linecuts taken
at 80 K (solid) and 4 K (dashed) of the g-side (blue) and mod-side (orange) resistivities
shown in c and d. f,g g- and mod-side Hall coefficients, respectively, measured vs Vtg at
different temperatures, indicated by the trace color.
with a thin spacer layer of AlOx or hBN separating the two materials. These samples exhibit
uniform charge transfer indicative of homogeneous interfaces between the constituent layers.
One such device is shown in Fig. 5.2a and schematically depicted in Fig. 5.2b; the same D1
discussed in Fig. 4.1. The “g” region consists of intrinsic graphene on AlOx . The modulationdoped, or “mod”, region of the device contains graphene separated from a α-RuCl3 flake by
1.5 nm of AlOx . The entire device is capped by a flake of hBN and a Cr/Au top gate.
Further device fabrication details are included in Ch. 4.
Figs. 5.2c and d show the g-side resistivity, ρg , and mod-side resistivity, ρmod , respectively,
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as a function of the top gate voltage Vtg while sweeping the temperature T from 4–120 K.
ρg shows typical graphene behavior, with a sharp resistive Dirac peak (DP), visualized as a
vertical reddish feature in Fig. 5.2c which represents the g-side CNP. It is at a fixed value of
Vtg for the entire temperature range, showing a subtle increase in resistivity with temperature
due to temperature-dependent phonon scattering. ρmod also shows a resistive peak associated
with the mod-side CNP, which is slightly broader and overall shifted to higher Vtg than that
of the g-side. Interestingly, from 120 K down to ≈ 30 K, the DP remains fixed in Vtg as
expected, but suddenly shifts to slightly lower voltage below 30 K. This effect is emphasized
by taking linecuts at 80 K and 4 K of the g- and mod-side resistivities, plotted in Fig. 5.2e. It
can be seen that while both resistivities decrease near their respective CNPs with decreasing
temperature, the mod-side DP is shifted to lower Vtg . In Figs. 5.2f and g we show the g- and
mod- side Hall coefficients, respectively, for different temperatures. The Hall coefficient, RH ,
is inversely proportional to the carrier density, n, as RH = 1/ne, where e is the elementary
charge quantum. Its zero-crossing in Vtg indicates the location of the CNP. While the g-side
Hall coefficient is unchanging with temperature, there is a distinct shift in the mod-side Hall
coefficient at temperatures above 30 K vs below 30 K. These results imply that the shift
in the mod-side DP around 30 K is correlated with a change in the charge transfer from
graphene to α-RuCl3 .

5.2

Anomalous Screening and Hysteresis

In α-RuCl3 -modulation-doped graphene devices, we found that a α-RuCl3 flake located beneath the graphene can screen the electric field from a global back gate underneath the
device. We exploited this anomalous screening effect in Ch. 4 to differentially charge dope a
single flake of graphene and explore p-n junction physics. The physical mechanism behind
this screening is still unknown; however in device D2 we observed that the screening could
be influenced by reversing the sweep direction of the back gate. Fig. 5.3a shows an optical
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microscope image of this device, consisting of a graphene Hall bar encapsulated by hBN
and partly placed atop a flake of α-RuCl3 . The stacking order is schematically depicted
in Fig. 5.3b. The bottom hBN is 2-nm-thick, enabling the α-RuCl3 to modulation-dope
the graphene through the hBN. The α-RuCl3 flake edge defined the boundary between the
intrinsic “g” region and the modulation-doped “mod” region. The device has a Cr/Au top
gate and rests on a p-type Si substrate with an oxidized surface. We use the p-Si as a global
back gate.
Fig. 5.3c shows the resistance of the mod side, Rmod as the back gate voltage, Vbg , is swept
up and down. The top gate voltage, Vtg is fixed at 8.4 V. The up-sweep, plotted in red,
reveals a strong resistance peak at −65 V and a weaker peak at −40V . The down-sweep,
plotted in blue, has no feature at -65 V but instead has a strong peak at +55 V. The weak
feature at −40V is still present. To explore this hysteretic behavior in depth, we plot color
maps of Rmod as both top and back gate voltages are varied. Fig. 5.3d was produced by
sweeping Vtg between −6– + 12V at 1V increments in Vbg , starting from −75V and stepping
up to +65V . Fig. 5.3e was produced in a similar way but instead, Vbg was stepped down
from +65V to −75V . In both color maps we show only the Vtg up-sweeps.
Both Figs. 5.3d and e share a common feature: a weak resistive peak that disperses with Vbg
and Vtg . We attribute this resistance peak to intrinsic regions of the device whose transport
could not be decoupled from measurements taken on the mod-side. More strikingly, however,
are the dark orange bands which do not match whatsoever between both plots. We attribute
these bands to the mod-side DP—they are the same strong resistance features observed in
Fig. 5.3c. Focusing first on Fig. 5.3d, we follow the DP from Vbg = −75 V, where it is located
at a top gate voltage of 12 V. As Vbg is stepped towards positive voltages, the DP shifts
toward lower Vtg values as expected in a dual-gated device. Around Vbg = −60 V, however,
the DP stops dispersing with Vbg and remains pinned at Vtg = 5 V. This is highly unusual in
graphene field-effect devices and implies that the back gate is suddenly being screened. This
behavior persists all the way up to Vbg = +65 V. When the direction that we are stepping the
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Fig. 5.3: Anomalous screening and hysteresis. a Optical micrograph of an hBN-spaced
graphene/α-RuCl3 device. b Schematic of the stacking arrangement. c mod-side resistance
vs back gate voltage Vbg . The up-sweep taken from -75 V to +65 V is shown in red, while the
down-sweep from +65 V to −75 V is shown in blue. d Color map of Rmod taken by sweeping
the Vtg from -6 V to +12 V at discrete values of Vbg , starting from −75 V up to +65 V.
The arrow indicates the direction in which Vbg was stepped. e Color map of Rmod taken by
sweeping the Vtg from −6 V to +12 V at discrete values of Vbg , starting from +65 V down
to −75 V. The arrow indicates the direction in which Vbg was stepped. f Difference between
d and e to emphasize the hysteresis loop enclosed by the strong red and blue features.
back gate voltage is reversed in Fig. 5.3e, suddenly the DP begins dispersing with both gates
again back toward higher Vtg values. Eventually, it moves out of our measurable range of top
gate voltages, but it can be inferred from the behavior of the resistance below Vbg ≈ +45 V
that the back gate is being screened once again and the DP has stopped moving, except it is
now fixed at Vtg ≳ 12 V. The hysteretic behavior of the gate response is emphasized in Fig.
5.3f, where we plot ∆R, the difference between Rmod measured in Fig. 5.3d and in Fig. 5.3e.
The strong red (blue) band corresponds to the DP location when Vbg is stepped up (down)
from negative (positive) voltages, and forms apparently hysteretic behavior in the dual-gate
phase space.
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5.3

Discussion

Both the change in charge transfer at 30 K and a screening effect due to α-RuCl3 are surprising. There have been no phase transitions—magnetic, structural, or otherwise—in α-RuCl3
at this temperature reported to date. The zigzag antiferromagnetic (ZZ AFM) transition
occurs in bulk α-RuCl3 at 7 K or 14 K depending on the presence of stacking faults [10],
and a structural phase transition has been reported around 150 K [15, 74, 146], but nothing
at 30 K. Furthermore, α-RuCl3 is a strong insulator at low temperatures and there is no
observable parallel conduction in graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures that would suggest the
α-RuCl3 has become conducting and should screen electric fields.
Initially, we attributed the 30 K feature to the presence of magnetic phase transitions. Bulk
α-RuCl3 is a zigzag antiferromagnet with TNéel = 7 or 14 K depending on the stacking
order [10]. However, first principles calculations have shown that electron doping α-RuCl3
can stabilize a ferromagnetic phase transition with TCurie ≈ 50 K for the magnitude of
doping typical of graphene-α-RuCl3 charge transfer. It is well-known that the electrical
resistivity can be impacted by magnetic transitions [147, 148], with the shape of dρ/dT in
the neighborhood of a magnetic transition being generically linked to the nature of the
magnetism, e.g. a peak is often associated with ferromagnetism where TCurie is at the peak
maximum, and a peak/dip structure is expected for antiferromagnets with TNéel at the dip
minimum [149–151]. By analogy to this prior literature we posit that a magnetic phase
transition occurring in, or near, the graphene/α-RuCl3 interface, could influence the graphene
transport in a way that matches the data in Fig. 5.1. After measuring α-RuCl3 -modulationdoped graphene samples, we found that the 30 K feature was related to a change in charge
transfer. While not necessarily magnetic in origin, the change in charge transfer could still
be the result of a ferromagnetic phase transition in the charge-doped α-RuCl3 layer, which
would cause the α-RuCl3 bands near the Fermi energy to spin-split below 30 K, reducing
the available density of states and subsequently the amount of charge transferred between
the graphene and α-RuCl3 . Spontaneous spin-splitting of bands at TCurie has been observed
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in ferromagnetic semiconductors [152] and Weyl semimetals [153]. We note that we do not
observe explicit signatures of a 30 K feature in devices with graphene in direct contact with
α-RuCl3 , as in Fig. 2.4. Here the resistivity is too low to observe a shift in the DP occuring
far out of the measurable gate voltage range, which would amount to a change on the order
of 1 Ohm or less near Vtg = 0 V.
The screening of a back gate by α-RuCl3 in graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures suggests
that the charge-doped α-RuCl3 may be conducting. However, the α-RuCl3 conduction band
has been calculated to be largely flat, even in the presence of graphene [106], and we observe
no evidence of parallel conduction through the α-RuCl3 in these heterostructures. The
discrepancy between the 1 eV optical gap and the ∼ 100 meV activated transport gap offers
one possibility that there could be mid-gap defect states in the α-RuCl3 which could absorb
charge from graphene, but it is still unclear if and how this absorbed charge could screen
electric fields. Recently, a strikingly similar anomalous screening effect was observed in
bilayer graphene (blg) crystallographically aligned to flakes of hBN [154]. Specifically, an
electrostatic gate facing the blg layer aligned to one of the hBN flakes appeared to be screened
for a range of gate voltages until the gate sweeping direction was reversed, when the field
effect began to work again. This work attributes the anomalous screening to emergent
ferrolectricity in the heterostructure. They claim that the superlattice potential causes a
strong Coulomb repulsion in the layer that is aligned to the hBN, opening a gap in the
layer-polarized graphene valence band. The layer polarization serves to spatially separate
centers of positive and negative charge, much like in a ferroelectric material. With one of the
graphene layers being gapped, only a finite amount of charge can be populated into it via
the field effect from a gate, causing an apparent screening effect. In our system, monolayer
graphene is directly on or spatially separated from α-RuCl3 , with a large hole population
in the graphene and a large inherited electron population in or around the α-RuCl3 . DFT
calculations show that these positive and negative charge layers can exist in the graphene/αRuCl3 interface, spatially separated from one another, as depicted in Fig. 4.9b. With the
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α-RuCl3 being a Mott insulator with a 1 eV interposed between the graphene and the global
back gate, we have a remarkably similar system to the proposed mechanism for screening
in aligned blg/hBN heterostructures. Thus, the anomalous screening may be symptomatic
of emergent ferroelectricity in graphene/α-RuCl3 devices. The hysteretic effect, however,
seems to not show up in some devices, including the AlOx -spaced device investigated in
Fig. 4.4a. Here, the screening effect is prevalent for the entire gate voltage range. This
intriguing discrepancy points to hBN as the potential culprit for screening in both blg/hBN
and graphene/hBN/α-RuCl3 heterostructures, however more work must be done to identify
its role in this behavior.
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Chapter 6

Thermal Transport in an Exfoliated
Quantum Spin Liquid Candidate
To date, the observation of a half-integer thermal Hall conductance plateau in bulk α-RuCl3
is one of the most promising results supporting the presence of a Kitaev quantum spin liquid
(KQSL) in the material [25]. Thermal measurements seem to be the most apt approach for
confirming the presence of a KQSL and its quasiparticle excitations which, despite lacking
a net charge or magnetization, should still be able to transport heat across the material in
fractional amounts.
While the observation of a fractional thermal Hall effect is an encouraging result, it has been
scrutinized and in some cases bluntly contested [32, 33]. In fact, the observation of a KQSL
in bulk α-RuCl3 is aggravated by numerous challenges. For one, there has been a notable
sample dependence to the observation of fractional thermal signatures, likely due to stacking
faults, impurities, and other disorder [10,25,29,30]. Further, thermal measurements on bulk
crystals can be difficult to perform, and signatures of the thermal Hall effect can be obscured
by uncertainty in sample dimensions and thermal probe alignment. The latter can lead to
mixing of the thermal Hall signal with the longitudinal thermal conductivity, which is three
orders of magnitude larger than the transverse thermal conductivity in α-RuCl3 [25].
Thus, we seek to explore signatures of the KQSL via thermal measurements in exfoliated
α-RuCl3 . Pursuing the KQSL in exfoliated samples boasts numerous potential advantages
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compared to the same in bulk crystals. First, α-RuCl3 can be cleaved down to the monolayer
limit where we can be certain we are working with single-crystal material free of stacking
faults. By isolating a single layer of α-RuCl3 , we can eliminate interlayer magnetic interactions which are believed to destabilize the quantum spin liquid ground state [18]. We
can also use techniques common to layered materials to fabricate devices which may better
enable the observation of weak thermal Hall signals [155].
The toolbox afforded to 2d material device fabrication and measurement also introduces
unique opportunities to potentially enhance the KQSL phase in α-RuCl3 . It has been predicted that magnetic interactions in α-RuCl3 can be tuned using an electric field from a
nearby gate [156]. We can also create heterostructures with other layered materials like
graphene to control the charge and strain in α-RuCl3 , which may also impact its magnetic
properties [53, 106, 157, 158]. We can also stack multiple α-RuCl3 layers at relative twist
angles to one another to generate large wavelength moiré superlattice potentials, as was
demonstrated in graphene [75, 159, 160].
But there are also some challenges to measuring thermal properties in nm-thick exfoliated
crystals, mainly the difficulty of controlling and measuring heat in such small samples. It
requires microscopic heaters and thermometers coupled to exfoliated α-RuCl3 flakes, and
they need to have high accuracy to measure signatures of fractional quasiparticles.
In the preceding chapters, we established that graphene and α-RuCl3 interact strongly via
a transfer of electrons from graphene to α-RuCl3 , after which the graphene still remains a
high mobility conducting system. This suggests the possibility of using the graphene as a
local probe of exfoliated α-RuCl3 .
In 2012, it was shown that graphene could be used as a mesoscale thermometer by calibrating
its Johnson-Nyquist noise as a function of temperature [161–163], which led to ultrasensitive
thermometry, calorimetry and bolometry [161, 164, 165], measurements of the breakdown
of the Wiedemann-Franz law in graphene near charge neutrality [166], and even the use of
graphene noise thermometers to measure the thermal conductance in other layered materials
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[167]. Graphene has an extremely small heat capacity [168] and picosecond-scale thermal
relaxation time [169–171], making it a desirable system for quantum sensing applications
like broadband photodetection with single-photon precision [172–175].
Noise thermometry is a proven technique for measuring thermal conductance quanta, as was
demonstrated in mesoscale SiN membranes over 20 years ago [176] and more recently in
the quantum Hall regime of graphene [177]. We pursue thermal measurements of exfoliated
α-RuCl3 using microwave-frequency noise thermometry in calibrated graphene noise thermometers toward the observation of signatures of fractional quasiparticles originating from
a KQSL phase in α-RuCl3 .
In this chapter, we provide an introduction to microwave-frequency Johnson-Nyquist noise
thermometry and give a detailed description of our circuit and measurement probe. We
analyze the gain of our circuit and demonstrate the calibration of Johnson-Nyquist noise
measured at microwave frequencies as a function of temperature in thin-film metal resistors, as well as a graphene sample encapsulated by hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). We then
present preliminary measurements of Johnson-Nyquist noise thermometry in heterostructures of graphene and α-RuCl3 as a first step toward studying the thermal properties of
exfoliated α-RuCl3 flakes. We extract the electron-phonon coupling and thermal conductance in graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures and discuss contributions of the electrical leads
and the substrate to the total thermal conductance. Finally, we discuss future device schemes
to isolate the thermal conductance of the α-RuCl3 itself.

6.1

Johnson-Nyquist Noise

Charge carriers in electrical conductors exhibit random thermal motion at a finite temperature. This random motion of charged particles leads to time-varying fluctuations in the
electric potential across the conductor, known as Johnson-Nyquist noise [178, 179]. The
time-averaged mean-square of these voltage fluctuations measured in a frequency bandwidth
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∆f is described by,

⟨v 2 ⟩ = 4kB T R∆f ,

(6.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of the conductor, and R is the real
component of its impedance, i.e. its resistance. Eqn. 6.1 offers many profound implications
about this readily measurable quantity:
1. It is a direct function of temperature and can be used as an absolute thermometer as
long as the resistance and bandwidth are well defined.
2. It is material-independent, since only the resistance of the material determines its magnitude at a given temperature, making it a ubiquitous property that can be measured
in any conductive material.
3. It has a flat, or “white”, spectrum, meaning it is independent of the frequency at which
it is measured, so it can be utilized at most desired frequency ranges1 .
4. The magnitude of measured noise depends on the range of frequencies in which it is
measured, so one can increase the accuracy of their noise measurement by integrating
the Johnson-Nyquist noise over a large frequency bandwidth.
Using Eqn. 6.1, one can predict the amount of noise they will measure for a given resistor at
any temperature. For example, a 50 Ω resistor at room temperature (293 K) will produce
a Johnson-Nyquist noise on the order of 0.8 nV2 /Hz; that is, within a 1 Hz bandwidth, the
mean-square voltage will be 0.8 nV2 , equivalent to ≈ 0.02 aW of noise power.
It can also be helpful to convert the noise power of a resistor to decibel units, specifically dBm, by referencing the measured power to 1 mW using the relation P [dBm] =
10 log (P [W] /1 mW). Thus the noise power of a 50 Ω resistor at room temperature within
a 1 Hz bandwidth is −386.6 dBm. As mentioned earlier, one can “collect” a larger signal
1

At low frequencies (≲ 100Hz), 1/f , or “pink”, noise arising from other statistical fluctuations besides
those caused by thermal energy can dominate over the Johnson-Nyquist noise of the system being measured,
so a pure measurement of Johnson-Nyquist noise must be performed at frequencies where thermal noise
dominates. It also rolls off when hf exceeds kB T , around 6 THz at room temperature.
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by integrating over a larger bandwidth. However, even measuring the same noise within a
1 GHz bandwidth will only produce a noise power of −179.4 dBm. This is still an extremely
small value, and is lower than the noise floor of most measurement equipment (≳ −174 dB),
which is the total amount of noise produced by the internal circuitry of an instrument. We
add that another common way to represent noise is by dividing the mean-square noise voltage by the measurement bandwidth to produce a noise spectral density, Sv ≡

⟨v 2 ⟩
∆f

= 4kB T R,

which represents the noise produced by a resistance R at temperature T in a 1 Hz bandwidth.
Thus, in order to measure such small signals accurately without significant contributions
from the noise of other elements in the circuit, it is necessary to introduce a source of
gain in the measurement circuit to amplify the desired noise signal without increasing other
unwanted noise. This can be done by adding an amplifier directly after the resistive element
whose noise is being measured. An amplifier with gain G (or a string of N amplifiers with
gain G =

PN
i

Gi ) will increase the noise signal multiplicatively by ⟨v 2 ⟩ = 4kB T R∆f G. In

general, amplifiers will also contribute some noise to the circuit but this can be minimized
through careful engineering of the amplifier chain.

6.2

Noise Measurements at Microwave Frequencies

Following Ref. [161], we measure the noise in the microwave frequency range so we can
integrate over a large, ≈ 1 GHz, bandwidth, providing considerable measurement precision
without the need for considerable time-averaging. Measuring microwave signals is vastly
different from low-frequency (quasi-)dc voltage measurements due to the relatively small
wavelength of GHz radiation. Sub-MHz frequencies have wavelengths upwards of 1 km and
thus can be taken as approximately uniform across typical lab scale circuitry. In contrast,
signals in the microwave regime approach wavelengths in the centimeter range (i.e. the
scale of circuitry) and thus can exhibit spatial variation, nodes, and reflections in circuit
elements or transmission lines. Additionally, high-frequency signals become increasingly
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susceptible to parasitic capacitances in the circuit which can shunt signal to ground, leading
to a further decrease in the amount of transmitted signal if care is not taken to minimize
or avoid such sources of loss. One way loss to parasitic capacitances can be avoided is by
using coaxial transmission lines which act as waveguides for microwave signals and shield
them from external radiation. Similarly, coplanar waveguide structures can be fabricated to
transmit microwaves with minimal loss to the environment across planar structures like a
printed circuit board (PCB) or a sample on a flat substrate.

6.2.1

Microwave Noise Circuit & Measurement Probe

Fig. 6.1a shows a schematic of the circuit used to measure the microwave-frequency JohnsonNyquist noise of a graphene device. The device exists on a sample stage suspended from
and weakly thermally coupled to the 4 K stage of the measurement probe, allowing us to
independently heat the sample stage without affecting the temperature of the electronics
mounted at 4 K. One end of the graphene is directly grounded so it can draw electrons from
ground as it experiences thermal fluctuations.
The voltage output of the graphene faces a circuit mounted on the 4 K stage and thermalized
with Apiezon N Grease. The signal first passes through a homemade low-pass filter (LPF)—
comprising a transmission line embedded in Ecosorb, which serves as a lossy dielectric for
high-frequency radiation, within a copper enclosure—with a −3 dB cutoff frequency of 6 GHz
at 4 K. This is to prevent the backflow of room temperature radiation and other highfrequency signals from upstream in the circuit to the sample. Transmission through the
LPF at 4 K and room temperature is shown in Fig. 6.2.
We use a Mini-Circuits ZX85-12G-S+ bias-tee—a three-port network schematically depicted
in Fig. 6.1a—to independently measure the dc and radio-frequency (rf)2 components of the
signal. The bias-tee admits a broadband input and has two output ports. One output is
preceded by an inductor which passes the low-frequency/dc components of the input while
2

Radio frequencies encompass the range from tens of kHz to around 300 GHz. Microwave frequencies fall
within this range with a low end of 100s of MHz. In some cases here we use the two terms interchangably.
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Fig. 6.1: Microwave noise measurement setup. a Schematic circuit diagram for measuring microwave Johnson-Nyquist noise. b Photograph of the entire noise probe. c Zoom-in of
the blue circled portion in b showing the circuit components mounted on a plate thermalized
to the 4 K stage of the probe. d Zoom-in of the red circled portion in b highlighting the
sample stage, expanded upon in Fig. 6.4.
blocking its rf components; the other output is capacitively coupled to the input to pass rf
signal and block dc. The bias-tee also allows signals to be sent from the dc or rf ports back
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Fig. 6.2: Low-pass filter behavior. Bode plot of the transmission through a homemade
low-pass filter at T = 4 K (blue) and room temperature (orange).
to the input line. This enables us to supply dc biases and measure transport in the graphene
while simultaneously measuring the high-frequency noise.
The dc component is low-pass filtered and sent directly out of the cryostat up to room
temperature and into a dc voltmeter or lock-in amplifier for measurement. The rf component
is passed through a QuinStar Technology QXZ circulator, a three-port network containing a
permanent ferromagnetic material which breaks time-reversal symmetry for electromagnetic
waves passing through it, preventing backflow of unwanted radiation from elements of the
circuit at higher temperatures. One of the ports may be used to send microwave signals
back to the graphene with 20 dB isolation from the signal being measured upstream out of
the other port, but we use it as an isolator by terminating that port with a 50 Ω resistor.
The final circuit element on the 4 K stage is the Low Noise Factory LNF-LNC4_8C lownoise amplifier (LNA), designed to provide ≈ 40 dB of gain between 4–8 GHz, while only
contributing additional ≈ 3 × 10−23 W of noise per 1 Hz bandwidth to the outgoing signal.
After passing through the stage of circuitry at 4 K, the microwave signal is sent up to room
temperature where it is further amplified with a Miteq AFS4 amplifier with a nominal gain
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Fig. 6.3: Microwave noise measurement. Noise power spectra of a graphene device taken
at 7 K (blue) and 40 K (orange).
of 35 dB. At this point, the signal can be sent directly into a spectrum analyzer with which
we can observe a broadband increase in the measured noise spectrum due to the amplified
Johnson-Nyquist noise of the graphene sample.
Example noise power spectra of a graphene sample are shown in Fig. 6.3b. The blue curve
is taken at a temperature of 7 K. It has some variation with frequency but in general
represents the total filtered and amplified Johnson-Nyquist noise at that temperature. The
orange curve shows the noise power spectrum at 40 K. As expected, it has entirely shifted
to higher values across the frequency range. We can use the spectrum analyzer to integrate
the noise in this bandwidth to obtain the total noise power as a function of temperature.
Alternatively, we can obviate the use of costly equipment like a spectrum analyzer by using
an integrator circuit scheme to convert the noise power to a dc voltage. To do so, we first
filter the signal within 6.85–7.85 GHz using a Minicircuits VBF-7331+ band-pass filter. This
is done predominantly to block any contributions from telecommunication signals like WiFi, which transmits at a variety of frequencies including 5 GHz. After filtering, the signal is
sent into a TRW A9X721B detector diode, which effectively integrates the entire microwave
signal in the filtering bandwidth and outputs it as a dc voltage we can measure with a dc
voltmeter (or lock-in amplifier if we modulate the noise signal at low frequencies, as we will
show in the next section).
Finally, we describe the sample stage on the noise measurement probe, shown in full in Fig.
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6.4a. The sample stage (2) is attached to the 4 K stage of the noise measurement probe (1)
by a plastic screw (5) to provide thermal isolation so that we may independently control the
sample stage temperature. The sample stage is capped by a copper enclosure which holds
a pre-calibrated Lakeshore CX-1050-AA_1.4L Cernox thermometer (3), thermalized with N
Grease and fixed in place with a set screw. A copper plate on the underside of the sample
stage has a bobbin screwed to it around which a length of NiCr wire is wound, which acts
as a heater (4) with a resistance of ≈ 40 Ω. We assume that most of the thermalization
between the sample stage and the 4 K stage occurs via the shields of the coaxial cables
connected between them, but for additional thermalization we tethered a 14 gauge copper
wire (6) between them as well. All metal-to-metal interfaces are coated with N grease for
thermalization. The weak thermal coupling between the sample stage and the 4 K stage
allows us to reach a base temperature of 7 K at the sample stage. With the external heater
we can heat the sample stage up to ≈ 160 K before affecting the temperature of the 4 K
stage.
Fig. 6.4b shows a close-up of the sample stage, consisting of a PCB with a copper surface
etched into transmission lines flanked by ground planes with via connections to another
ground plane on the underside. A 1.1 × 1.1 cm2 trench houses the sample substrate, which is
wirebonded to the PCB transmission lines and ground planes. The transmission lines extend
to the left and right edges of the sample stage where they are soldered to the center pins of
gold-plated coaxial SMA launchers.
The measurement probe was designed for use in the Hypres ICE-T cryostat with a base
temperature of ≈ 3 K. At the top of the probe, hermetically sealed SMA connectors allow
access to the microwave transmission lines at room temperature, while a D-sub connector
provides 25 pins wired to the various dc connections in the measurement circuit, including
the dc output of the bias-tee and its respective ground pin, the thermometer and heater
wiring, and the gate, drain, and ground pins of the LNA.
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Fig. 6.4: Noise probe sample stage. a Image of the sample stage (2) attached to the
4 K stage of the noise measurement probe (1) by a plastic screw (5). The sample stage is
capped by a copper enclosure which holds a Cernox thermometer (3), and has a wound NiCr
wire heater screwed to its underside (4). There is a 14 gauge copper wire (6) tethered to the
sample stage and the 4 K plate for extra thermalization. b Close-up of the sample stage,
consisting of a PCB with a copper surface etched into transmission lines flanked by ground
planes with via connections to another ground plane on the underside. A 1.1 × 1.1 cm2
trench houses the sample substrate, which we wirebond to the PCB transmission lines and
ground planes. The transmission lines extend to the left and right edges of the sample stage
where they are soldered to the center pins of gold-plated coaxial SMA launchers.

6.2.2

Impedance Matching, Gain, and Amplifier Noise

In microwave circuitry any boundary separating regions of differing (complex) impedance
will be a barrier to electromagnetic waves propagating through the circuit. Waves impinging
on this barrier will partially reflect, decreasing the overall transmission through the circuit.
As such, one can define a characteristic impedance, Z0 , for the input and output impedances
of all the circuit components to match. This will ensure maximum transmission of signal
through the entire circuit.
From matching boundary conditions at the interface between two complex impedances Z0
and Z, the reflection coefficient for a propagating electromagnetic wave is Γ =

Z−Z0
.
Z+Z0

The

corresponding transmission coefficient is T = 1 − Γ2 . It can be shown that the power
transmitted across the boundary is equal to the incident power reduced by a factor of T .
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Fig. 6.5: Characterizing gain and amplifier noise. Noise spectral density for 50 Ω (blue)
and 2 kΩ (orange) resistors connected to the noise measurement circuit depicted in Fig. 6.1.
Corresponding color lines represent linear fits. The vertical dashed line indicates T = 0 K.
Thus, the noise spectral density for a component with impedance Z measured in a circuit
with characteristic impedance Z0 is,

Sv = 4kB T Z0 Geff ,

(6.2)

where Geff = G (1 − Γ2 ) is the effective gain for a circuit with total amplifier gain G multiplied
by the transmission coefficient between impedances Z0 and Z 3 , which serves as an additional
loss factor due to impedance mismatch.
Fig. 6.5 shows the spectral density measured as a function of temperature for 50 Ω and 2 kΩ
resistors using the measurement circuit depicted in Fig. 6.1a, where we have swapped the
graphene with thin-film metal film resistors. These particular measurements were taken at
a center frequency of 5 GHz with an integration bandwidth of 100 MHz using an Agilent
E4405B spectrum analyzer. From linear fits to these data, we can extract Geff for each
resistor and find that in the impedance matched circuit where we measure the noise of a
3

For our purposes we may consider the real components of these impedances and replace them with R0
and R, respectively.
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50 Ω resistor, we have an effective gain of 65.4 dB. This is short of the expected ≈ 70 dB
gain we expect from the LNA and RT amplifier chain, which we attribute to unavoidable loss
from transmission lines and possible reflections at soldered ends of the resistor. For the 2 kΩ
resistor, we find Geff = 60.4 dB, implying a 5 dB attenuation due to impedance matching.
From Eqn. 6.2, we expect a loss of ≈ 10 dB for Z = R = 2 kΩ but we concede that there
are many nontrivialities associated with microwave circuitry that can lead to such deviations
between calculation and observation.
We can also attain figures of merit for the noise of the amplifiers from these curves. One
such quantity is the noise temperature, TN , of the LNA. This value, determined by the xintercept of the spectral density vs temperature plot, represents the temperature at which
half of the total measured noise signal comes from the amplifier itself. Thus, minimizing
TN through careful amplifier design and impedance matching increases the precision with
which we measure the noise of the sample relative to external noise sources. From the blue
impedance matched curve in Fig. 6.5 we find TN = 9.7 K, which is fairly low for amplifiers in
practice. Comparatively, for the impedance mismatched curve, TN = 34.3 K, which means
that we must contend with external noise for a much larger temperature range before the
noise of the device dominates the signal.

6.3

Graphene Microwave Noise Thermometry

We now show microwave-frequency noise measurements in hBN-capped graphene devices,
either directly on SiO2 or placed atop a flake of α-RuCl3 resting on SiO2 . In these samples
the underlying substrate is lightly p-doped Si with resistivities in the range of 1–5 Ω·cm. Fig.
6.6a shows such a substrate housing a graphene sample. We evaporate coplanar waveguide
(CPW) structures consisting of transmission lines surrounded by a ground plane. The CPWs
are made of 3 nm of Cr and 50 nm of Au. The transmission lines taper from 300-µm-wide
square bond pads to 5-µm-wide contacts to the graphene. The taper geometry minimizes
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the resistance of the transmission lines while still allowing the transmission of microwave
signals around the desired frequency (≈ 7 GHz). One transmission line is grounded while
the other is wired to a transmission line on the sample stage. The on-chip ground plane and
the Si substrate are wired to the sample stage ground plane at multiple locations. For these
samples we make electrical bonds with Au wire via indium solder.

6.3.1

hBN-Capped Graphene Noise Thermometer

We begin with measurements of hBN-capped graphene on SiO2 . A device image is shown in
Fig. 6.6b. Here a flake of graphene, outlined in white is capped by a blueish-colored flake
of hBN and contacted by Cr/Au leads. The Cr/Au ground plane edge defines the circular
region in which the sample resides. Using the circuit illustrated in Fig. 6.1a, we integrate the
noise in a 6.85–7.85 GHz band-pass-filter-defined bandwidth fed into a detector diode and
measure its dc output voltage to read the total integrated noise. We simultaneously measure
the 2-pt resistance of the graphene using a low-frequency dc bias and lock-in amplifier. We
then use the external heater mounted on the sample stage to vary the stage temperature and
record the stage temperature with a pre-calibrated thermometer thermally connected to the
sample stage. In these measurements we assume the graphene is sufficiently thermalized to
the sample stage via the Cr/Au leads and Au wire bonds, so we refer to the stage temperature
and sample temperature interchangeably.
The integrated noise and resistance R are plotted as a function of the stage temperature T
between 7 and 25 K in Fig. 6.7c. The resistance ranges from 8–9 kΩ in this temperature
range, comprising a combination of the graphene resistance and contact resistance which we
can not separate due to a lack of contacts. We also did not have a gate in this sample to tune
the graphene carrier density and adjust its resistance. Despite the impedance mismatch to
the 50 Ω characteristic impedance of the measurement circuit, we still find a linear behavior
in the integrated noise as a function of temperature, as expected from Eqn. 6.1.
Due to the uncertainty in the exact spectral shape defined by the bandpass filter and dc
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Fig. 6.6: Calibrating a graphene microwave noise thermometer. a On-chip Cr/Au
coplanar waveguide structure wirebonded to the sample stage. b Graphene noise thermometer on a SiO2 substrate. The graphene is outlined in white and is capped by a flake of hBN
(blue shape) and contacted by Cr/Au leads extending from the tapered transmission lines
in a. c Diode-integrated noise (blue circles, left axis) and two-point resistance (black circles,
right axis) as a function of temperature. The straight blue line is a linear fit to the diode
output voltage.
offsets present in the measurement, we can not obtain quantitative agreement between the
measured diode voltage and an expected value based on Eqn. 6.2. However, the absolute
magnitude of the measured noise is irrelevant for our purposes since we only need to know
how it changes with temperature, i.e. its slope. We take a linear fit of the integrated noise
and find a slope of 0.69 mV/K. We can use this slope as a calibration of the graphene noise
thermometer.

6.3.2

Microwave Noise Thermometry in Graphene/α-RuCl3

Heterostructures
Having established the calibration of graphene Johnson-Nyquist noise vs temperature, we
now describe noise thermometry techniques to extract thermal properties of in hBN-capped
graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures, like the electron-phonon coupling and the thermal conductance of the graphene electrons to their surroundings, including the leads, the underlying
α-RuCl3 and the substrate. In order to carry out these measurements we utilize the full suite
of controls at our disposal on the noise measurement probe—including an external heater
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and thermometer mounted on the sample stage to vary and measure the sample temperature,
and dc biasing via the bias-tee to both measure transport and apply Joule heating power to
the graphene, while simultaneously (and nonperturbatively) collecting GHz-frequency noise
emanating from the graphene— depicted schematically in Fig. 6.7a.
We find it important to emphasize here that graphene on α-RuCl3 has a resistivity of ≈
30 Ω/□ at zero applied gate bias. Accordingly, the electrical leads are patterned such that the
graphene area between them is 5/3 □. This allows us to deterministically achieve resistances
close to 50 Ω in graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures and directly impedance match to the
microwave circuit. In contrast, intrinsic graphene has typical resistances of order 10 kΩ
and requires electrostatic gating to add charge carriers to decrease the resistance, as well as
potentially complicated impedance matching networks to transform its high resistance down
to 50 Ω. The low resistivity of graphene on α-RuCl3 eliminates the need for electrostatic
gating and impedance matching networks by providing readily-patternable ≈ 50 Ω graphene
flakes. Any finite contact resistance will only decrease the dc current passing through the
graphene and contribute boundaries at which a portion of the microwave signal may be
reflected. However, even in the presence of sizable contact resistance the microwave circuit
will still couple to the 50 Ω noise of the graphene flake.
Fig. 6.7b shows an optical microscope image of an hBN-capped graphene/α-RuCl3 stack in
a similar CPW structure as the previous hBN/graphene/SiO2 device. Here the graphene,
outlined in white, is contacted in the region where it overlaps the α-RuCl3 , outlined in green.
Additional Cr/Au pads were deposited on the α-RuCl3 flake edges in an attempt to better
thermalize the insulating material with the substrate. In Fig. 6.7c we plot the integrated
noise in blue as a function of temperature and find a noise thermometer calibration slope
of 0.71 mV/K. The 2-pt resistance R, plotted in black, is ≈ 2.5 kΩ, which we believe is
largely due to the contact resistance of Cr/Au-graphene interfaces flanking a ≈ 50 Ω sheet
of graphene on α-RuCl3 .
With the graphene noise thermometer calibrated we can extract the electron-phonon coupling
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Fig. 6.7: Microwave Johnson-Nyquist noise of graphene on α-RuCl3 . a Illustration
of the device circuit. b Graphene noise thermometer on α-RuCl3 . The graphene is outlined
in white and is capped by a flake of hBN (blue shape) and contacted by Cr/Au leads. The
α-RuCl3 , outlined with a green dashed line, has additional Cr/Au pads evaporated on it
for thermalization to the substrate. c Diode-integrated noise (blue circles, left axis) and
two-point resistance (black circles, right axis) as a function of temperature. The straight
blue line is a linear fit to the diode output voltage.
strength and the thermal conductance of the graphene electrons. We send a low-frequency
ac voltage bias Vbias into the graphene at frequency f = 777.77 Hz, shown in red in Fig. 6.8a.
2
This produces an electronic Joule heating power in the graphene4 , Pjh = Vbias
/R, heating the

graphene electrons out of thermal equilibrium with the lattice [161]. The graphene lattice is
assumed to be held fixed at the stage temperature. The increase in the graphene electronic
temperature is determined via the integrated noise voltage output from the detector diode
(shown in blue in 6.8a), which is modulated at a frequency 2f since the Joule heating
power is proportional to the square of the bias voltage oscillating about zero at f . Using
the calibration factor determined from Fig. 6.7c, the integrated noise is converted to the
change in graphene electronic temperature, ∆Te , represented by the right axis. The graphene
electrons can be thermally excited well above the base temperature of 7 K with virtually no
lag between stimulus and response in the millisecond domain due to the exceptional thermal
time constant of graphene.
The rms diode noise voltage (or equivalently, using the noise thermometry calibration, the
4

When measuring the resistance while calibrating the graphene noise thermometer we supplied a sufficiently small bias voltage such that the resulting Joule power did not produce any observable change in the
electronic temperature.
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Fig. 6.8: Determining the electron-phonon coupling of a graphene noise thermometer. a Time-resolved Joule heating of graphene on α-RuCl3 . We apply a lowfrequency ac voltage bias at f = 777.77 Hz (orange curve) and see the diode output voltage
(blue curve, multiplied by a factor of 15 for clarity) modulate at 2f . We use the temperature
calibration in Fig. 6.6c to convert that diode voltage to a change in the electronic temperature of the graphene, ∆Te (right axis). b Root-mean-square graphene electronic temperature
as a function of the input Joule heating power. A fit with the inset equation yields a power
law of 3.2 and an electron-phonon coupling Σ = 5.8 W K3.2 m−2 . c Thermal conductance
determined empirically by Gth = Pjh /∆Te as a function of the graphene lattice temperature
T . We linearly fit the data (blue line) according to the Wiedemann-Franz law (inset).
rms electronic temperature, Te ) can be directly measured with a lock-in amplifier at 2f
when driven with an ac Joule heating bias at f . In Fig. 6.8b we plot Te as a function of
the rms value of Pjh across many decades of input Joule heating power. For low values of
Pjh <≈ 100 nW, Te remains fixed at the stage or lattice temperature. Above 100 nW Te
increases with Pjh . We fit the data to an equation of the form [161],

Te = [Pjh /AΣ + T p ]1/p ,

(6.3)

where A is the graphene area (212 µm2 ), Σ is the strength of electron-phonon coupling,
T is the lattice temperature (7 K), and p is the power law exponent, found to be 3.2.
This exponent is a smaller than expected for graphene, which should exhibit p = 4 in the
disordered limit and p = 5 in pristine graphene [161, 180]. The origin of this small exponent
is unclear at this time. The electron-phonon coupling strength extracted from the power
law fit is 5.8 W K3.2 m−2 . This is approximately four times as large as previously reported
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values for disordered graphene at similar magnitudes of carrier densities [168]. Since here the
graphene is on a flake of α-RuCl3 , this quantity may provide information about the thermal
coupling not only between the graphene charge carriers and the graphene lattice, but also
between the the graphene charge carriers and the underlying α-RuCl3 . Determination of the
mechanisms behind this coupling strength will require further measurements.
The thermal conductance of the graphene charge carriers can be determined phenomenologically by Gth = Pjh /∆Te ; in other words, the ratio of the heat applied to the graphene and the
resulting change in electronic temperature. A relatively small ∆Te ≈ T /100 is maintained by
continuously adjusting Pjh while varying the lattice temperature T using the external sample
stage heater. The thermal conductance measured from 7–30 K is plotted in Fig. 6.8c. Gth
is linear in T , qualitatively suggesting that the graphene charge carriers are cooling via the
Wiedemann-Franz mechanism. The Weidemann-Franz law states that in certain conducting
systems the thermal conductance and the electronic conductance, Gel are related by a fundamental proportionality constant L0 = (π 2 /3)(kB /e)2 —where kB is the Boltzmann constant
e is the elementary charge quantum—with a linear T -dependence described by,

Gth = 12L0 Gel T .

(6.4)

The factor of 12 is introduced to account for a two-terminal device geometry [161]. This
empirically determined relationship is attributed to charge- and heat-carrying particles behaving as a semiclassical free electron gas in the Drude model framework and in the absence
of interactions. Fitting Gth to the Wiedemann-Franz law, we obtain 1/Gel ≈ 79 Ω, implying
that the measurement circuit is coupled to the thermal noise of a 79 Ω graphene flake.
A Wiedemann-Franz-like thermal conductance strongly suggests that the predominant cooling pathway for hot charge carriers in the graphene is the metal leads, as opposed to cooling
via the lattice to the α-RuCl3 or the underlying substrate, which would exhibit a nonlinear
power law. This motivates future experimental efforts to eliminate cooling via the leads to
explore the thermal conductance between the graphene and α-RuCl3 , which will be outlined
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in the final section of this chapter.

6.4

Substrate Dependence of Thermal Measurements

Although the microwave noise measurement circuit is tailored to couple to the graphene
noise, any other conducting components nearby may also capacitively couple into the measurement. This includes substrates with finite conductance. In Fig. 6.9a we again show the
same Gth from Fig. 6.8c over a larger temperature range on a log-log plot. Up to around
30 K Gth follows the Wiedemann-Franz-like linear dependence in T , exemplified by the linear
fit shown in blue; but above 30 K it skyrockets over two orders of magnitude in a mere 20 K
range. At first this puzzling led us to believe that some superlinear thermal conductance in
the layered material heterostructure itself was dominating above 30 K. Using Eqn. 6.4, we
use the measured Gth to calculate 1/Gel , effectively the electrical resistance of charge carriers
contributing to the thermal conduction, shown as purple triangles in Fig. 6.9a. This resistance holds steady at ≈ 80 Ω until 30 K, when it drops precipitously to sub-Ω values. Since
the graphene-on-α-RuCl3 resistance increases with T (Fig. 2.4c)and the α-RuCl3 resistance
is well above 1 GΩ at these temperatures (Fig. 1.6), we hypothesize that the dominating
conductance above 30 K comes from the lightly p-doped Si substrate. We believe that the
substrate becomes capacitively coupled to the microwave circuit as its resistance approaches
and descends below 50 Ω around 30 K. To assess if the enhanced thermal conductance is
coming from the doped semiconductor substrate we make an Arrhenius plot of Gth , shown
in Fig. 6.9b. A fit to the data using Gth ∝ e−∆/2kB T yields an activation gap ∆ = 125 meV.
This is a factor of 3 larger than the expected energy level of a boron acceptor band in Si [181],
though the origin of this enhanced activation energy is as yet unknown.
To further investigate the influence of a conducting substrate on microwave-frequency thermal measurements, we compare the Johnson-Nyquist noise of the hBN-capped graphene/αRuCl3 heterostructure on a p-Si substrate to that of an identically constructed device on an
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Fig. 6.9: Substrate dependence of thermal measurements. a Thermal conductance,
Gth (black circles, left axis), and inverse electrical conductance, 1/Gel (purple triangles, right
axis), as a function of temperature. The solid blue line is a linear fit to the low-temperature
thermal conductance. The dashed purple line denotes 50 Ω on the right axis. b Arrhenius
plot of Gth vs 1/T . The solid orange line is a linear fit to the high-temperature regime,
yielding an activation gap ∆ = 125 meV. c Total integrated Johnson-Nyquist noise of hBNcapped graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures on p-Si (blue) and intrinsic Si (green) substrates.
intrinsic Si chip. Shown in Fig. 6.9c, the blue line is the same measurement shown in Fig.
6.7c plotted to a higher temperature. Remarkably, at 30 K the integrated noise starts to
deviate from the expected linear behavior, peaking around 40 K before dropping back down
to a higher, nearly linear baseline. The temperature where the noise signal peaks is roughly
where 1/Gel crosses 50 Ω, indicated by a dashed purple line in Fig. 6.9a. The integrated thermal noise of the intrinsic-Si-supported device is shown in green in Fig. 6.9c. Across the entire
temperature range from 7 to 170 K the noise is linear in temperature as expected. From these
results we assume that the lightly-doped substrate becomes maximally capacitively coupled
to the microwave circuit when its impedance is 50 Ω, with a diminishing contribution to the
total noise signal away from this value. Thus, the peak in the thermal noise is related to the
temperature-dependent impedance mismatch of the Si substrate and the microwave circuit,
as described by Eqn. 6.2. In this picture, the measured noise signal can be viewed as the sum
of two (uncorrelated) noise sources: 1) the graphene with Z = R ≈ 50 Ω for the entire temperature range, and 2) the Si substrate with Z = R > 50 Ω below 30 K and Z = R < 50 Ω
above 30 K. Their conductances add in parallel, hence why the total resistance saturates to
≈ 80 Ω below 30 K. Since the Si substrate exponentially “freezes” out at low temperatures,
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we can assume that the measurements taken below 30 K, shown in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, are
probing the thermal properties of the graphene sample. Access to the thermal properties
of layered materials via microwave noise thermometry at temperatures above 30 K would
require an insulating substrate that cannot capacitively couple to the microwave circuit.

6.5

Discussion and Future Directions

These preliminary microwave frequency Johnson-Nyquist noise thermometry measurements
in graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures represent the first steps toward understanding how to
probe the thermal properties of an electrically insulating 2d material (α-RuCl3 ) via contact
with a conductive 2d material (graphene). They also provide insight on how to improve the
measurement design to isolate the thermal response of the α-RuCl3 from that of e.g. the
graphene, the metal electrical leads, and the substrate.
As summarized in the last section, using an electrically and thermally insulating substrate
like intrinsic Si can eliminate the capacitive coupling between the microwave circuit and the
substrate. Alternatively, one could also decouple from a conducting substrate by operating
at lower frequencies at which the complex imedance, or reactance, 1/2πf C—where C is
the capacitance between the on-chip CPW and the conducting substrate—is not impedance
matched to the 50 Ω circuit. Working at a lower frequencies comes at the cost of a reduced
bandwidth, requiring longer integration times to achieve a desired precision. Nonetheless,
precision noise thermometry at sub-GHz frequencies has been demonstrated in graphene [165]
and was even implemented at ≈ 1 kHz with dc-SQUID magnetometers to measure the
quantum of thermal conductance in SiN membranes [176].
The observation of a linear relationship between Gth and T strongly suggests that the dominant thermal pathways for the device are the Cr/Au electrical leads to the graphene. This
impedes the determination of the thermal coupling between the graphene and the α-RuCl3 .
One way to eliminate the thermal link to the leads is to break their ohmic connection
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Fig. 6.10: Reactance and transmission of capacitively coupled leads. The reactance
of 7×7 µm2 leads capacitively coupled to a graphene flake through a 2-nm-thick flake of hBN
is plotted in blue on the left axis as a function of frequency. It equals 50 Ω (blue dashed line)
at 3.7 GHz. The respective transmission spectrum is plotted in orange on the right axis.
For the measurement bandwidth 6.85–7.85 GHz (shaded orange region), the transmission is
≈ 90%.
and, instead, capacitively couple to the graphene. We can fabricate graphene/α-RuCl3 heterostructures with a thin hBN-capping layer and then pattern metal leads over the hBN,
forming parallel plate capacitors where the leads overlap the graphene. The capacitance of
each lead is C = κϵ0 A/d, where κ = 4 is the dielectric constant of hBN, ϵ0 is the permittivity
of free space, A is the areal overlap between the leads and the graphene, and d is the hBN
thickness. For a 2 nm flake of hBN and a 7 × 7 µm2 lead-graphene overlap, the reactance
equals 50 Ω for a microwave signal of 3.7 GHz. The calculated reactance vs frequency of
this capacitor geometry is plotted in Fig. 6.10. Thus, using capacitively coupled leads we
can apply microwave power at 3.7 GHz to Joule heat the graphene (for measurements of the
electron-phonon coupling and thermal conductance) without imparting additional signal in
our 6.85–7.85 GHz measurement bandwidth. Computing the transmission coefficient for this
reactance Z using T = 1−



Z−50 Ω
Z+50 Ω

2

reveals that there will still be close to 90% transmission

for 50 Ω noise from the graphene within the measurement bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 6.10.
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Fig. 6.11: Proposed device structure to measure the thermal conductance of exfoliated α-RuCl3 . Schematic device structure of two graphene noise thermometers coupled
to an exfoliated α-RuCl3 flake. Electrical leads are capacitively coupled to the graphene
and allow the application of rf Joule heating power Pjhrf to the “hot” graphene thermometer,
while simultaneously measuring the electronic temperatures of both the “hot” and “cold”
graphene thermometers, Tehot and Tecold , respectively.
Once the thermal coupling between the graphene and α-RuCl3 is understood, the next step
is to use graphene noise thermometry to directly measure the thermal conductance of exfoliated α-RuCl3 . This can be achieved using two graphene noise thermometers coupled to
a flake of α-RuCl3 , as schematically depicted in Fig. 6.11. We define one graphene flake as
the “hot” thermometer and one as the “cold” thermometer, whose respective electron temperatures, Tehot and Tecold , can be probed using previously established techniques. Upon the
application of rf Joule heating power Pjhrf to the hot thermometer through a capacitively coupled lead, Tehot will increase. Since the electrical connections to the graphene are capacitive,
the thermal energy of the graphene electrons cannot dissipate through the leads and will
instead propagate through the α-RuCl3 . Eventually this heat will reach the cold graphene
thermometer, causing its temperature to increase as well. In the ideal scenario where all of
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the heat applied to the hot thermometer flows through the α-RuCl3 to the cold thermometer
without radiating or dissipating to the substrate, the α-RuCl3 thermal conductance can be
computed as:

3
=
Gα-RuCl
th

Pjhrf
.
Tehot − Tecold

(6.5)

A similar differential noise thermometry technique was recently developed [163] and used
to demonstrate thermal measurements in graphene, carbon nanotubes, and α-RuCl3 [167].
In principle, this technique can be extended to measure the thermal properties of any 2d
material coupled to graphene noise thermometers. It can also be utilized to attempt proposed
methods of measuring fractional thermal Hall conductance quanta in exfoliated α-RuCl3
[155].
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Sample Fabrication
The measurement of atomically thin samples requires fabrication techniques unique to layered materials. These include mechanical exfoliation to isolate few- to single-layer flakes
from bulk crystals, transfer methods to move flakes from one substrate to another and assemble heterostructures by stacking different flakes atop one another, and a plethora of other
nanofabrication steps adapted from those performed on conventional mesoscopic semiconductor devices to anneal, pattern, and electrically contact atomically thin samples. In this
appendix, we outline some of the techniques we utilized to fabricate the samples highlighted
in the main text. Before explaining these techniques we must preface that they are not
absolute, infallible laws but instead are merely descriptions for methods which worked best
for us, i.e. maximized our yield of usable exfoliated flakes and measureable devices, or our
efficiency in producing these. However, there is always room for improvement and innovation
and, as with all recipes, some aspects must be fine-tuned or even grossly adjusted to suit the
person performing them, the environment they are being performed in, and the tools and
ingredients available at hand.
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A.1

Mechanical Exfoliation and Identification of
Atomically Thin Crystals

Mechanical exfoliation relies on the relatively weak interlayer van der Waals bonds in layered
materials, which we can overcome to peel apart, or exfoliate, crystals until they are atomically
thin. In order to isolate atomically thin flakes of layered materials we first affix a bulk crystal,
typically on the mm scale, to one end of a piece of Scotch brand tape [61]. We then press
the other end of the same tape onto the region holding the crystal and then peel the two
ends apart, which cleaves the source crystal in two, leaving roughly half of the source crystal
attached to either end of the tape. We repeat this until there are two square grids of
cleaved crystals on the tape roughly 1 cm2 in area. We then press one of the grids onto a
1 cm2 substrate, or “chip”, composed of Si coated with 300 nm of SiO2 , which provides the
substrate optical contrast to visually observe atomically thin flakes in an optical microscope.
There are countless ways to proceed from this step which will influence the yield of flakes
deposited onto the substrate. Some flakes will experience stronger adhesion to the substrate
than to their parent crystal on the tape and will transfer over to the surface of the substrate.
This attraction to the substrate can be enhanced by treating it with oxygen plasma prior
to pressing the tape with crystals onto it to remove surface adsorbates, and subsequently
baking on a hot plate to increase the uniformity of contact between tape and substrate [182].
For graphene exfoliation we typically pre-treat the SiO2 substrate in a oxygen flowing into
an Asher instrument at a rate of 20 sccm, ignited with 100 W of forward power, for 20
seconds. Longer (shorter) treatments can increase (decrease) the strength of adhesion felt
by deposited flakes, so varying the plasma exposure time can be useful in situations where
a stronger or weaker substrate adhesion is desired. After firmly pressing the graphene tape
onto the plasma-treated substrates, we fix the chips to a glass slide with double-sided Kapton
tape for easier handling, then bake the slides at 100◦ for 60 seconds on a hot plate. After
allowing the slides to cool, we rapidly tear the graphene tape off the chips. We find a
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qualitatively direct relationship between the speed at which we peel the tape off the chips
and the subsequent yield of deposited flakes on the chip. This method is applicable to the
exfoliation of any layered material, but we find it is most necessary for graphene exfoliation to
consistently isolate many large area (greater than 30 µm in any direction) few- to single-layer
flakes.
When exfoliating hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) we are usually able to isolate large flakes
with sufficient yield without oxygen plasma treatment of the substrate and baking, saving
time and effort in the production of flakes necessary for devices. For hBN, instead of firmly
pressing the tape containing the bulk crystals onto the substrate, we gently lay the tape onto
a chip resting on a lab bench. We then take the butt of a permanent marker and—as gently
as possible, effectively using just the weight of the marker and applying no extra downward
force—rub the tape in a rastering pattern so that it becomes stuck to the surface of the
chip. We find that being extremely gentle at this step minimizes the amount of unwanted
glue residue which incidentally deposits from the tape onto the chip along with the desired
exfoliated flakes. To make this procedure somewhat systematic we perform this rastering
motion with the marker for exactly 120 seconds, after which we peel the tape off of the chip
extremely slowly, in contrast to the rapid peel of the aforementioned method. Again we see
a decrease in unwanted residue the slower we peel. We also find a correlation between the
angle at which we peel the tape from the chip and the average thickness of the deposited
flakes: if we peel at a shallow angle (glue side of the tape still close to the chip), we typically
get thinner flakes of hBN, while an obtuse angle of peeling yields thicker flakes. Accordingly,
we most often peel the tape off at a 90◦ angle from the substrate to get a range of flake
thicknesses.
In most cases, we exfoliate multiple chips in a day and build up a stock of flakes to use in
future samples, however in the case of potentially air-sensitive materials like α-RuCl3 we
wait until right before we need to use the flakes to exfoliate and identify them.
After exfoliating a layered material we can visually inspect the substrate with an optical
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microscope to identify flakes that will be useful for future devices. Monolayer flakes typically have a faint appearance on a SiO2 substrate while thicker pieces gain more optical
contrast with increasing layer number. With practice one can fairly confidently distinguish
the number of layers in a single- to few-layer flake just by visual inspection, but there are
other ways to confirm the thickness of a flake, including atomic force microscopy [61] and
Raman spectroscopy [183].

A.2

Transfer, Cleaning, and Annealing

Often, exfoliated flakes will need to be transferred to a different substrate to be fabricated
into a finished device. We use a dry transfer method, in which a polymer film is placed on
a small polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp and used to pick up exfoliated flakes from a
substrate [60]. This stamp can be used to pick up multiple flakes either adjacent to each
other or directly overlapping thanks to the van der Waals attraction between flakes, enabling
the creation of complex heterostructures of dissimilar layered materials [40]. The polymer,
along with the flakes stuck to it, can then be melted off the stamp onto a new substrate.
Solvents and thermal annealing can be used to remove the polymer film, leaving behind the
transferred flakes which are ready to be patterned into a finished device.

Picking Up and Stacking Layered Materials
Picking up layered materials and stacking them into heterostructures can be a tedious,
complicated, and time-consuming procedure. However, it can be made easier with lots of
practice and a mindful approach that focuses on maximizing the success rate of the process
by identifying sources of error or failure.
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The 10 Commandments of Stacking
The following list outlines ten points that we find helpful when transferring and stacking
layered materials with PC. As with all of the methods describes in this Appendix, these
jocularly named “commandments” are not actually set in stone, but rather are observations
made over the years that we found to improve the success rate of stacking when abided by.
1. Start with a clean transfer slide.
• Every component of the transfer slide relevant to the transfer process should be
free from dust, fibers, spurious particulate matter, and other contaminants, as
these can all negatively impact the transfer process.
2. Use a thicker PC film for your transfer slide.
• Thicker PC films are those which appear wholly transparent and show no signs of
thin film interference when dried on a glass slide (i.e. rainbow coloring). Thicker
films tend to be more robust to thermal cycling and numerous stacking steps and
will not deform as easily as thinner films. There are some downsides to using very
thick films. For one, they will be more rigid even on the micron scale and may
be difficult to adhere to thick flakes without sufficient heating. They may also be
more difficult to melt off of the transfer slide. We have found that the benefits of
using thicker flakes more often outweigh the negatives.
3. Stay below 90 ◦ C whenever possible.
• This does not mean always stay below 90 ◦ C. Instead it is a reminder that heating
PC films above 90 ◦ C will increase the chances of them deforming or becoming
stuck to the substrate when trying to lift up a flake. In certain circumstances it is
necessary to exceed 90 ◦ C while picking up flakes but care must be taken to not
heat excessively and one must be prepared for the possibility of the PC wrinkling
or sticking to the substrate, either near or far from the region of interest.
4. Use z-motion more then temperature control.
• Changing the stage temperature to advance the contact region between the PC
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film and the substrate is effective for slow control, but can introduce problems
to the process. These include the dangers of compromising the PC film, as described in the previous point. Further, changing the temperature can lead to
unpredictable thermal lateral drift between the substrate and the transfer slide,
causing sliding or shearing that can deform the PC film or introduce strain in 2d
materials, leading them to fold, break, or shift relative to one another. Heating
can also exacerbate the presence of bubbles between flakes while stacking. Thus,
one should utilize the z-control of the micromanipulator to adjust the height of
the transfer slide as much as possible.
5. Work quickly, but carefully.
• Following from the last point, stage drift or instability (eg. shakiness) can occur
even without heating. Thus, taking an excessive amount of time to perform a
transfer can be detrimental to the success of the process, even if the intention was
to be slow and careful. One can still be careful while stacking without working
extremely slowly. Additionally, allotting copious amounts of time to stacking
can be a waste of time if it does not unequivocally improve the success rate
of the process, and precedence should be given to producing as many stacks
as possible to contend with the sub-unity success rate of subsequent fabrication
process. Conversely, this point does not imply that stacks should be made quickly
and thoughtlessly either. Instead, one should try to optimize the process to be
as streamlined as possible within reasonable bounds so the process can still be
performed carefully. In theory, this will maximize both the yield and quality of
stacks produced in the time available to you in the lab.
6. Bake the transfer slide after every step.
• The first bake after making the transfer slide is the most important, as it reduces
the stickiness of the film to prevent it from getting immediately pinned down to
the substrate. Baking after subsequent transfer steps helps to reinforce the adhe-
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sion between the PC film and the transfer slide to prevent it from delaminating
prematurely while picking up flakes. Accordingly, one can choose to forego baking
the slide before the final dropoff step to possibly increase the chances of the PC
film delaminating and sticking to the substrate, as desired at this step.
7. Use a PDMS stamp to clean up the surroundings.
• Having thick flakes close to the desired flake can impede the ability to pick it
up. Though it will add more time to the process, it is always advisable to use
a PDMS stamp or a “dummy slide” to remove unwanted flakes surrounding the
desired flake, as long as this will not pose a threat of contaminating or destroying
the desired flake.
8. Avoid flakes with thick steps, wrinkles, folds, etc.
• PC has a hard time adhering around thick step edges, wrinkles, or folds. Attempting to pick up a flake with any of these features introduces the risk of having the
PC only partially adhere to the flake which can lead to further wrinkling and
folding, or even tearing.
9. Don’t worry about bubbles while stacking, worry about preserving the PC film and
the stack.
• Bubbles can be worked out in the final dropoff step, but should not be the highest
priority when stacking layered materials, since in the past we found that focusing predominantly on minimizing bubbles in the stack led to the aforementioned
problems related to ultra-slow stacking and thermal cycling. Instead, at every
moment during the transfer process, one should consider if what they are doing
will negatively affect the quality of the PC film or other features of the stack
besides bubbles.
10. No stack is special.
• Even ultra-clean, bubble-free, large-area stacks can fail or die during any fabrication or measurement step following stacking. It is of paramount importance to
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the researcher to remember that the chances of a stack or device failing compound
with each successive step between exfoliation and data acquisition. This is not
a fatalist outlook but rather a prudent one, and will help the researcher manage
the time, effort, and personal mental toll afforded at each step, and ultimately
devise an efficient and consistent routine which maximizes the yield of completed
devices.

Cleaning and Annealing After Transfer
After the transfer polymer and layered material stack are delaminated from the transfer slide
and melted onto the substrate, the polymer residue must be removed to access the device.
The first step is to soak the sample in solvent for at least one hour, but preferably overnight.
For PC residue we soak in chloroform, and for PPC we use acetone.
After rinsing the polymer off with solvent, the sample can be annealed in (ultra) high vacuum
or in a gaseous environment at high temperatures. For vacuum annealing, we typically ramp
up to 350 ◦ C over 30 min and dwell there for 1–4 hours before ambiently cooling down. A
pre-bake at 120 ◦ C and cooldown can also be implemented beforehand to desorb water from
the sample surface before proceeding with the higher temperature anneal. We also use a
tube furnace with a 10:1 Ar:H2 environment for annealing at 500 ◦ C. While annealing can
be extremely useful for eliminating contaminants, disorder, and air bubbles from layered
material samples, some materials like α-RuCl3 can be destroyed with high temperature
annealing if the annealing chamber is not under ultra high vacuum, even if the α-RuCl3 is
encapsulated.
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A.3

Patterning, Etching, and Contacting 2d
Materials

Once a layered material stack is transferred to a substrate and cleaned, lithography, etching,
and metal deposition can be used to pattern the sample into a desired shape, define leads to
the sample, and make electrical contact with it. This section describes these processes for
making layered material devices.

Photolithography
To perform photolithography on mesoscopic layered materials, we use a bilayer of photoresist.
The bottom layer is Kayaku Lift-Off Resist LOR 1A. We spin coat the resist at a rate of
4000 rpm for 60 s, then soft bake the chip at 190 ◦ C for 5 min. The top layer is Microposit
S1805, which we spin at 4000 rpm for 60 s and soft bake at 125 ◦ C for 1 min.
We perform photolithography with a Heidelberg DWL 66+ laser lithography tool. We use
the 2 mm write head, which has a nominal ≈ 500 nm minimum feature size, with the optical
focus sensor. Optimal lithography for the aforementioned bilayer resist stack on 500 µmthick Si wafers with a 300-nm-thick oxide layer has been found with a laser power of 37 mW,
a focus offset of -60%, 50% intensity, and a 5% filter. We can achieve ≲ 1 µm alignment
between subsequent writes using the Alignment Wizard.
After photolithography, we develop the LOR 1A/S1805 resist stack with Microposit MF319 Developer for 60 s, then rinse the sample with deionized (DI) water and blow dry with
compressed N2 to remove any trace developer.
We then perform a gentle “de-scum” process to remove remnant photoresist from the developed areas. To do this, we use a Plasma Etch PE-50 (asher) tool to ignite an O2 plasma with
a 50 W forward power for 5–6 s. It is important to perform a de-scum after every lithography
step except for those which directly expose graphene or graphite after development, as the
O2 will etch away these materials.
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Etching 2d Materials
Etching 2d materials can be a diverse tool to achieve various goals in a layered material device. Etching can be used to remove unwanted portions of the material outside the prospective device area, or even layered materials which may be causing shorts between electrical
leads. It can be used to pattern a flake or device in to virtually any desired shape or topology.
It can even be used to expose specific regions of encapsulated materials for electrical contact
while leaving other portions embedded within a stack of 2d materials [60].

XeF2 gas etching
We predominantly utilize XeF2 gas to perform a dry chemical etch of hBN, which we typically
cover graphene flakes with, to expose the underlying graphene sheet for electrical contact
or further etching if need be. XeF2 gas propitiously is extremely reactive with hBN but
does not etch graphene whatsoever [133]. This allows us to expose arbitrarily large areas of
graphene to evaporate metallic surface contacts on.
To etch hBN with XeF2 gas, we insert our sample into a hermetically sealed chamber and
pump it out to a base pressure of 35 mTorr using a roughing scroll pump. We then perform
5–10 purge cycles in which we flood the chamber with N2 and then pumping it out to
35 mTorr again. Next, we fill an antechamber (itself pumped down to ≈ 100 mTorr and
blocked off from the sample chamber by a control valve) with XeF2 gas until it reaches a
pressure of 2500 mTorr. Once the antechamber has reached 2500 mTorr we open the control
valve to the sample chamber and allow it to fill with XeF2 gas until it reaches a pressure of
1500 mTorr, after which we close the control valve again and let the chamber dwell for 12 s,
during which time the chemical etching reaction occurs. After this we immediately open the
sample chamber to the roughing pump to purge it and terminate the etching process. We
purge the chamber 10 times and then vent it to atmosphere to remove our sample.
While XeF2 gas does not etch graphene, the fluorine atoms tend to bond to the graphene
carbon atoms, creating fluorinated graphene after prolonged exposure [184–187]. Unlike
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Fig. A.1: Raman characterization of fluorinated graphene. a Raman spectra of four
graphene samples exposed to XeF2 gas for 0 (blue), 3 (orange), 10 (yellow), and 30 (purple)
seconds, respectively. Spectra are vertically offset for clarity. b Ratio of 2D peak and G
peak amplitudes as a function of XeF2 gas exposure time. c Ratio of 2D peak and G peak
areas as a function of XeF2 gas exposure time. Dashed lines in b and c are shown as visual
guides.
graphene which is metallic, fluorographene behaves like a semiconductor with a bandgap as
high as 3.8 eV [185]. The above recipe has been optimized to minimize graphene fluorination
and consistently produce low-resistance, ohmic electrical contacts after metalization.
We now show a systematic study of the effects of XeF2 gas exposure on graphene via Raman
spectroscopy, similar to that performed in Ref. [184]. Raman measurements were performed
using a confocal Raman spectrometer with a 514 nm laser. Fig. A.1a shows the Raman spectra of four graphene samples exposed to XeF2 gas for 0, 3, 10, and 30 seconds, respectively.
Spectra are vertically offset from each other for clarity. We see that for 0–10 seconds of XeF2
gas exposure, the spectra remain qualitatively unchanged. They all show the characteristic
G and 2D peaks associated with monolayer graphene with no striking change in peak amplitude or width. The spectrum for graphene exposed to XeF2 gas for 30 seconds, however,
is perceptibly quite different. Besides a pronounced broadening of the G and 2D peaks,
we now observe three new peaks—D, D’, and D+D’—all of which are related to disorder
in graphene [183, 188, 189]. To more quantitatively assess the effects of fluorination in the
Raman spectra of graphene—and possibly devise a diagnostic of graphene exposed to XeF2
gas using Raman spectroscopy as a non-perturbative probe—we compare the ratios of the
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Fig. A.2: Contact resistance of Cr/Au-contacted fluorographene. Arrhenius plot of
the contact resistance, Rcontact for graphene contacts exposed to XeF2 gas for 90 s. The
white dashed line is a fit to the Arrhenius equation which yields a thermal activation gap of
250 meV.
2D and G peak amplitude and area in Figs. A.1b and c, respectively. For both quantities
we see the ratios start to decrease when the exposure to XeF2 gas reaches 10 seconds, continuing their decline with increasing exposure time. We concede that these are not densely
populated plot and more data points would better elucidate the trend insinuated by them.
Since these spectra were taken in different samples, some of the nonmonotonicity seen in
Figs. A.1b and c may also be due to sample variation. A more thorough study could explore
incremental XeF2 gas exposure on the same graphene flake.
As previously mentioned, excessive fluorination can gap the electronic band structure of
graphene. This can be problematic when using XeF2 gas to etch away other layered materials
capping graphene flakes to expose the graphene for electrical contact. In Fig. A.2, we show
a measurement of the contact resistance as a function of temperature in graphene where
the regions designated for electrical contact were exposed to XeF2 gas for 90 seconds before
metalization with Cr/Au leads. The rest of the graphene flake was protected from XeF2
by hBN and photoresist. We plot the natural log of the inverse of the contact resistance,
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Rcontact , against the inverse temperature 1/T , known as an Arrhenius plot. The linear region
can be fit to a model of electronic transport of carriers thermally excited, or activated, over
an energy gap, described by 1/Rcontact ∝ e−∆/2kB T , where ∆ is the activation gap, whose
magnitude we find to be 250 meV in for this sample. This backs up the notion that long
XeF2 gas exposures can degrade the quality of contacts by gapping out the graphene.
O2 Plasma Etching
O2 plasma can be used for various purposes when fabricating layered material devices. As
described earlier, O2 plasma is used to remove resist residue from areas that were exposed
to a lithography process and subsequently developed. Graphene is also extremely sensitive
to O2 plasma (and also O2 -rich atmospheres at elevated temperatures). We etch graphene
with a 100 W O2 plasma with an estimated etch rate of 5–6seconds/layer. Other layered
materials like hBN and α-RuCl3 are more robust to O2 plasma exposure and may only etch
a negligible amount during standard short O2 plasma exposures. O2 plasma can be useful
for eliminating unintentional electrical shorts between graphene and other components of a
device, and also for patterning graphene into a desired shape.

Making Electrical Contact to 2d Materials
Electrical contact can be made to layered materials via metal deposition. There are many
deposition methods which work for making contact to 2d materials, but we predominantly use
thermal evaporation. In this technique, a sample is placed in a vacuum chamber along with a
source piece of metal to be evaporated. The source is kept in a holder, sometimes referred to
as a crucible or a “boat”, made of another metal with a higher melting temperature, typically
tungsten. The tungsten boat is then heated by sending large Joule heating currents through
it, which in turn heats the source metal. The Joule heating is increased until the source
melts, at which point it begins to vaporize due to the low pressure in the vacuum chamber.
Some of the vapor reaches the sample and decelerates, depositing a layer of metal atoms on
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the surface. A shutter may be used to control how long the sample is exposed to the metal
vapor, and a crystal sensor monitors the rate of evaporation as well as the net thickness
of the evaporated metal layer. We use an Edwards AUTO 306 Vacuum Coater which can
achieve a base pressure of ≈ 4 × 10−7 mbar if left pumping for around 12 hours. Overnight
pumpdowns are common before evaporation of metal contacts, but for other evaporations
like gates such low pressures are not necessary. For most purposes, we evaporate 3 nm of
Cr at a rate of 1 Å/s followed by 10s of nm of Au at a rate of 2–3 Å/s. The Cr acts as a
“sticking layer” to help the Au adhere to the sample surface. It is also a “getter”, meaning
that upon vaporization, it will bond with remnant gas molecules in the vacuum chamber,
causing the overall chamber pressure to drop. We ofter perform a Cr pre-evaporation with
the shutter closed for 1–2 minutes to help achieve higher vacuum.
Deposition of metal contacts in a (ultra) high vacuum environment will not always guarantee
low-resistance Ohmic contacts to a layered material, like α-RuCl3 . In certain cases, Ar ionmilling the area to be metalized will improve the electrical contact [15,16]. The type of metal
used can also impact the quality of contact, for one because of the work function of the metal
leads. Depending on the relative work functions of the metal lead and 2d material being
contacted, an electrical junction or Schottky barrier can be formed at the contact which
extends into the body of the 2d material [104, 190–192]. A p-n junction at the contacts can
reduce the transmission of carriers between the 2d material and the metal, so it may be
ideal to try to match the work functions of the two as best as possible [193]. It has also
been shown that graphene can be used to make contact to 2d materials that are otherwise
difficult to contact via metal deposition [194–197]. We have found that graphene can be
used to make electrical contact to α-RuCl3 .
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A.4

Polymer Mixing & Filtering Recipes

Polypropylene carbonate (PPC)
Poly(propylene) carbonate (PPC) pellets are stored in a lab refrigerator. Remove the container of pellets from the refrigerator at least two hours prior to mixing to allow the pellets
to equilibrate to room temperature and minimize moisture condensation upon opening. The
typical ratio for mixing is 3 g of pellets to 20 ml of anisole. To make the polymer mixture,
follow these steps:
1. Pour 20 ml of anisole into a clean brown vial using a clean, dedicated beaker.
2. Place a plastic boat on a scale and tare its weight.
3. Using a lab spoon/spatula measure out 3 g of PPC pellets.
4. Carefully pour the PPC pellets into the vial with anisole.
5. Tightly cap the vial and carefully shake with your hand in case the stir bar gets stuck
to the dissolving pellets.
6. Place on a stirring hot plate at 50 ◦ C at max stirring RPM and let sit for at least 24
hours before filtering.
To filter the mixture, follow these steps:
1. Once fully dissolved and mixed, pour some of the solution into a 5 ml, 200 um Autovial
filter base, then return any remaining unfiltered solution to the stirring hot plate.
2. Carefully hold the filter base over a clean 5 ml vial and insert the plunger.
3. Apply sufficient but not excessive force to drive the solution through the filter with
the plunger until the filter is empty.
4. Dispose of the used filter in an appropriate solid solvent unwanted material container.
Any remaining unfiltered solution may be left capped and stirring at room temperature in
any fume hood for an indefinite amount of time, though solution quality may degrade over
time if not properly stored.
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Poly(Bisphenol A carbonate) (PC)
Poly(Bisphenol A carbonate) (PC) pellets are stored in a lab refrigerator. Remove the
container of pellets from refrigerator at least two hours prior to mixing to allow to equilibrate
to room temperature and minimize moisture condensation upon opening. The typical ratio
for mixing is 6% pellets by weight in chloroform. To make the polymer mixture, follow these
steps:
1. Place a clean 20 ml vial with a magnetic stir bar in it on a scale and tare its weight.
2. Pour 20 ml of chloroform into a clean brown vial using a clean, dedicated beaker and
record its weight.
3. Remove the beaker from the scale and tare a plastic boat.
4. Using a lab spoon/spatula measure out 6% of the weight of the chloroform in PC
pellets.
5. Carefully pour the PC pellets into the vial with chloroform.
6. Tightly cap the vial and carefully shake with your hand in case the stir bar gets stuck
to the dissolving pellets.
7. Place on a stirring hot plate at 75 ◦ C at max stirring RPM and let sit for at least 24
hours before filtering.
To filter the mixture, follow these steps:
1. Once fully dissolved and mixed, pour some of the solution into a 5 ml, 200 um Autovial
filter base, then return any remaining unfiltered solution to the stirring hot plate.
2. Carefully hold the filter base over a clean 5 ml vial and insert the plunger.
3. Apply sufficient but not excessive force to drive the solution through the filter with
the plunger until the filter is empty.
4. Dispose of the used filter in an appropriate solid solvent unwanted material container.
Any remaining unfiltered solution may be left capped and stirring at room temperature in
any fume hood for an indefinite amount of time, though solution quality may degrade over
time if not properly stored.
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Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
The two components to make polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) are stored at room temperature
in a lab cabinet. There is an elastomer base, which is more viscous and in a larger container,
and a curing agent, which is less viscous and in a smaller container. The typical ratio for
mixing is 10:1-by-weight elastomer base to curing agent. To make the polymer mixture,
follow these steps:
1. Place a clean plastic boat on a scale and tare its weight.
2. Pour the desired amount of elastomer base into the boat.
3. Carefully pour 10% of the weight of the elastomer base in curing agent into the boat.
4. Using stirring sticks, stir the mixture for 5 minutes to ensure the elastomer base and
curing agent are sufficiently mixed.
5. Pour the mixed PDMS solution into or onto the desired container or surface.
6. Bake on a hot plate or in an oven for 2–12 hours to cure.
Note: To make PDMS for transfer slide stamps, we typically pour the mixed PDMS solution
into a petri dish and bake overnight at 80 ◦ C. This is a slow cure which ensures that all air
bubbles will disperse from the mixture. We also check the petri dish with a level to make sure
the PDMS will cure flat with a uniform thickness. For other applications, including making
PDMS lenses on glass slides, the mixture can be cured on a hot plate at any temperature.
The higher the temperature, the faster it will cure and hold its shape. However, fast cures
can leave air bubbles in the PDMS. The best results were found baking at 120–150 ◦ C.
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